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ABSTRACT
Mobility on Demand (MoD) systems utilize shared vehicles to supplement or re-
place mass transit and private vehicles. Such systems include traditional taxis as
well as Transportation Network Companies (TNCs) that offer bike and ride sharing.
MoD systems face myriad operational challenges, but this dissertation focuses on the
data-driven load balancing problem of redistributing vehicles among service regions.
This is a difficult resource reallocation problem because customer demands follow a
stochastic process subject to dynamic temporal-spatial patterns.
The first half of this dissertation considers the load balancing problem for a bike
sharing system in which bikes are redistributed among stations via trucks. The ob-
jective is to avoid situations in which a user wishes to rent (return) a bike to a station
but cannot because the station is empty (full). First, a station and interval-specific
inventory level is defined as a function of station capacity and interval demand rates
as observed from analyzed data. Second, using a graph network framework, a receding
v
horizon controller is proposed to determine the optimal paths – over a short period
of time – for the fleet of trucks to take. When calculating the optimal paths the
controller considers the current and projected inventory subject to the dynamically
changing rent and return rates for every station in the network.
The second half of this dissertation tackles the redistribution of an autonomous
taxi fleet in which the vehicles themselves are capable of performing load balanc-
ing operations across service regions. The objective is to minimize the fraction of
customers whose demands are dropped due to vehicle unavailability as well as the
fraction of time the vehicles spend on load balancing operations (i.e driving empty).
The system is represented by a queuing model and, as such, dynamic programming
can find the optimal solution; however, the state-space of the model grows quickly
rendering all but a minuscule system impossible to solve. To this end a parametric
control is proposed that uses thresholds to dictate redistribution actions and well
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A new class of transit called Mobility-on-Demand (MoD) systems, such as Bike Shar-
ing Systems (BSS) and the near-future promised Autonomous Taxi (AT) systems,
share many similarities in terms of environmental and social impact, data collection
issues, and vehicle fleet load balancing challenges. MoD systems promise to de-
crease reliance on private vehicles, decrease congestion, and be more environmentally
friendly.
Many BSS are public-private partnerships owned and subsidized by the municipal-
ities they cover but operated by private companies. The goals of such partnerships are
not necessarily profitability (or even self-sufficiency) but instead to supplement trans-
portation in the community. If future AT fleets are also introduced as public-private
entities, they too may concentrate on serving broader communities than traditional
taxi companies.
Recent open data policies across many municipalities have been a boon to re-
searchers and local stakeholders. The municipalities of Boston, MA and New York,
NY publish slightly anonymized BSS (Blue Bikes and CitiBike, respectively) user
ride data as well as city-wide taxi trip data. The recent influx of privately owned
BSS and ride sharing companies such as Uber and Lyft share little or no useful data
unfortunately.
Both BSS and AT systems are subject to highly variable spatial-temporal demand
patterns that lead to the unequal distribution of available MoD vehicles across the
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system. For example, bike commuters tend to ride from outlying stations to down-
town stations during the morning commuter hours of 7 to 9 AM and taxi use peaks
late at night as diners hail cabs from commercial districts back home to residential
neighborhoods.
Load balancing, defined as moving empty vehicles across the system, is required
in MoD systems to maintain vehicle availability across the entire system. ATs will be
capable of performing load balancing themselves but bikes generally require trucks
to ferry them about (another option is bike movement by cooperating users). MoD
systems must tread the same trade-offs of vehicle availability, load balancing costs,
and fleet size. This dissertation tackles the load balancing problems for a bike-sharing
system using a receding horizon controller and for an autonomous taxi system using
a parametric event-driven controller.
1.1 Motivation
1.1.1 The Rise of Bike Sharing Systems
Bike Sharing Systems (BSS) are generally comprised of a fleet of bikes that may be
ridden on one-way trips within a predetermined geographical area (such as a city or
university campus) to solve the “last mile” problem of transporting users from major
transit hubs to their final destinations. Users pay some fee – per ride, per annum,
etc. – for bike access; the term bike sharing is misleading as the exchange of money
for services designates BSS within the access economy as compared to the true shared
economy.
The first BSS, known as White Bicycles, started in 1965 in Amsterdam as a truly
shared system. Strikingly visible white painted bikes were left unlocked around the
city intended for people to use on one-way trips and then leave for the next person.
This system failed miserably as all bikes went out of commission almost immediately
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due to theft and vandalism. In the early 2000s a new variety of BSS began to crop up
in major cities globally which used bike docking stations and RFIDs. Each docking
station is comprised of a kiosk (at which bikes are rented) and a set of parking docks
as in Figure 1·1. Bikes are locked in these docks such that the number of a bikes
at a station is bounded from above and below by the number of docks and zero,
respectively. The RFIDs and docking framework allows individual bikes (and users)
to be tracked from origin station to destination station. What started initially as a
security protocol of tracking each ride to assure that bikes were returned also captured
precise system usage data for each ride: the particular rider, start and end time, and
origin/destination stations.
Figure 1·1: Bike sharing system stations include a rental kiosk (far
left) and bike docks.
These “dock” BSS have been lauded as great successes with current systems ex-
panding and new systems cropping up globally annually without letup. The location
and current availability of bikes and docks for each station in the system are available
online and on smart-phone apps as in Figure 1·2 such that users can plan their trips.
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Figure 1·2: Screen-shot of Boston’s Bluebikes iPhone application; BSS
smart-phone applications help users find stations and available bikes or
docks.
The aforementioned data comprised of user, times, and stations captures the sys-
tem usage, but not the true underlying demand. For example, the system cannot
capture the demand when the user is unable to make a trip due to the unavailability
of bikes at the origin station. Even the trips that do take place are not guaranteed to
be indicators of true demand. For example, if the system captures a user’s ride from
station A to station B, the user may have truly desired to travel A to C, but found
C full without available docks thus been forced to dock at B (or vice versa - the user
may have desired to travel D to B but found D bereft of available bikes thus forcing
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them to pick up a bike from A). Further demand that is captured inaccurately lies
with the practice of hedging: choosing between several origin (destination) stations
based on the likelihood that when the user arrives there will be available bikes (docks)
which could result in a user utilizing stations out of their way. However, the usage
patterns extracted from user ride data are still useful estimates of true demand.
A recent reincarnation of BSS feature bikes with GPS trackers installed such that
users may see the locations of available bikes on smart-phone apps. Users walk to an
available bike on the map, use a code to unlock it, and then drop off the bike wherever
they please. These systems, often appearing in cities epidemic-like overnight, have
had mixed reviews thus far and are still quite new. Unlike many dock BSS which have
partnerships with the municipalities they cover, dock-less BSS have clashed with cities
and had their fleets impounded (Vaccaro, 2018). Dock-less bike operators (and their
start-up brethren of E-bike, E-scooter, etc.) exist ostensibly to solve the last-mile
problem too, but without municipal oversight have little incentive to meet service
thresholds such as equitable vehicle availability among all neighborhoods.
Dock BSS’s partnerships often stipulate certain levels of performance (such as 95%
utility across all stations i.e. neither empty nor full) and may concentrate on serving
the wider community (such as historically under-served neighborhoods) as compared
to the fully for-profit aims of dock-less systems. As this dissertation focuses on load
balancing for Mobility-on-Demand Systems as compared to profitability, Chapter 2
proposes a receding horizon controller to perform load balancing operations on a dock
BSS and an objective function that maximizes utility across all users and all stations.
Furthermore, as dock BSS partnerships often require that user ride data be published
publicly, Chapter 2 takes advantage of the open data from Boston’s dock BSS Blue
Bikes to build simulations.
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1.1.2 Impending Autonomous Taxi Fleets
Private vehicle ownership among the broader social classes took off in the mid 1900s
in the USA and continues to increase today with an average of more than 1.7 vehicles
per family (Davis and Boundy, 2019). Single occupancy commute by private vehicle
is currently the norm with 62 percent of vehicle miles traveled solo and an average
of 1.63 passengers per vehicles mile driven (Greenblatt and Saxena, 2015). (Pavone,
2015) argues private vehicle ownership is on track to become unsustainable as global
urban populations continue to increase and commute times, congestion, and valuable
urban land set aside for parking all rise.
Autonomous vehicles promise a more relaxed transportation mode with fewer road
accidents but at such a high price tag as to severely limit the number of people who
can afford to privately own one. In order to open the autonomous vehicle market to
the broader customer base, companies such as Google, Tesla, and others focus their
research and development teams on designing vehicles to serve in Autonomous Taxi
(AT) fleets (Greenblatt and Saxena, 2015).
As taxis, these autonomous vehicles are expected to be utilized much more than
the estimated 10% of the time private vehicles are in use; this higher utilization will
justify the expensive capital costs. ATs are predicted to be either electric plug-in or
hybrid in order to reduce fuel costs and environmental impact. They are also predicted
to be designed for lower occupancy with 1 or 2 seats as compared to traditional 5-
seat sedans to reflect the predominant single-occupancy commutes (Greenblatt and
Saxena, 2015).
Taxi data (including the origin/destination, latitude/longitude, and start/end
time and date) is a starting place to determine the underlying demand patterns
that AT fleets will cater to. Just like the aforementioned BSS data, taxi data too
may be flawed as they cannot not include trips that did not take place due to taxi
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unavailability from poor fleet management, municipally imposed maximum fleet sizes
(Dempsey, ), or bias (Ge et al., 2016).
Ride sharing companies, most notably Uber and Lyft in the United States, offer
taxi-like and shared carpool-like rides at reduced rates and their popularity has risen
both in urban and suburban areas across the globe. Their low prices (still subsidized
by an influx of investment) may lure users away from private vehicle ownership as well
as public mass transit. Leading ride-sharing company Uber holds a treasure-trove of
demand data, but thus far the data they have made publicly available (in part to
appease municipalities such as Boston that fought back against it in the early 2010s)
has been regarded as a public relations stunt without utility (Vaccaro, 2016).
Autonomous vehicles face many challenges from the ethical quandaries of legal
responsibility to driving condition irregularities caused by construction. AT systems
will face additional challenges as fleet operators will need to ascertain an appropriate
pricing scheme and fleet size as well as perform load balancing operations to redis-
tribute the fleet. Chapter 3 proposes an event-driven parametric controller to combat
demand patterns that threaten to diminish AT availability with the dueling objective
to both sate user demands and avoid undue load balancing operations.
1.2 Literature Review
MoD systems all share the common framework consisting of vehicles, service regions,
and demand processes with a general objective to provide vehicles to meet these
demands. The following two subsections highlight literature that focuses on load
balancing in BSS and AT fleets, respectively.
1.2.1 Bike Sharing Systems
Throughout the BSS literature the most common objective of load balancing is
utilization-based, i.e., to maximize user satisfaction in terms of the number of users
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able to obtain a bike or space or average waiting time. The most well-established
objective is minimizing a user dissatisfaction metric defined as the number of users
unable to rent (return) a bike at their desired station due to insufficient inventory of
bikes (spaces). An advantage of this user-centric objective function is that it captures
the importance of each user of the system. The main disadvantage of a station-centric
objective function minimizing the number of empty or full stations is that popular
stations with high demand and unpopular stations subject to little or no demand are
given equal importance.
Less common are cost-based objectives where cost is incorporated into utilization-
based controls by imposing constraints on available load balancing resources such as
the number of replenishment trucks or the total budget on the number of docks that
may be moved among stations. Furthermore, as many docking BSS are publicly
owned and funded (as opposed to the primarily privately owned dock-less BSS), they
may have goals not monetarily focused, such as decreasing congestion, providing a
greener alternative to commuters, or increasing mobility in limited public transit
areas. System costs are more often implicit by assuming a fixed number of trucks,
shift hours, etc.
Most bike sharing papers minimize this user-centric objective by load balancing
using a fleet of replenishment trucks to alleviate station inventory imbalances. Load
balancing control is a two-part problem. The first part is the desired station inven-
tory allocation; the second part is the truck fleet routes. The inventory policy and
routing problems are intrinsically linked to form a complex problem; although some
researchers tackle both parts, many solve one or the other.
Many papers treat docking bike systems as a set of finite capacity single-server
queues in which bikes are the items queued and the capacity set as the number of
docks at a station. The event in which a user rents a bike acts as a server releasing an
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item and the event in which a user returns a bike acts as an item entering the queue.
These queues may be interconnected to form a Jackson network, but more commonly
stations are modeled as independent queues in isolation. The assumption of station
independence, as (Schlote et al., 2015) studies, is not realistic in such cases as when a
user nearby two neighboring station is more likely to choose to rent from the station
with more bikes to increase their likelihood of successfully renting a bike. Likewise,
in real life, if a user attempts to rent (return) at an empty (full) stations, they may
wait (and create a queue of waiting users), go to a nearby station (and increase the
demand rate at that station), or drop out of the system and take another mode of
transit (this only applies to rentals, all docking bikes must eventually be returned
to a station). As the main advantage of modeling stations as independent queues is
that it makes for a tractable model, most commonly one assumes that users unable to
obtain a bike (space) from their desired station immediately quit the system (unlike
in the real system in which a user with a bike must return it somewhere). If the return
and rental inter-event times at a station are assumed to be exponentially distributed
(as (Gast et al., 2015) supports) and follow Poisson processes with rates λ and µ,
respectively, the station may be modeled as an M/M/1/K queue whose behavior is
well known and studied (Morse, 1958).
INVENTORY: The first load balancing problem of inventory focuses on the
number of docking spaces at each station and/or the number of bikes in a station.
Docking Spaces: Station capacity may be considered as a static means of con-
trol. (Freund et al., 2017) posits how the individual station docks of Citi Bike in New
York City may be reassigned from their current stations constrained by a fixed budget
for the number of docks that may be moved using the properties of an M/M/1/K
queue to estimate daily usage. (Jian et al., 2016) devises a static heuristic to assign
the number of bikes and spaces at each station at the start of the day to maximize
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the number of trips that may take place. The authors estimate via simulation (again
using New York City BSS data) the number of trips that may take place for each
extra bike (dock) added to each station at the beginning of the day and use linear
programming to redraw the station capacity map assigning a new number of bikes
and spaces to each station.
Bikes: Station capacity is more commonly assumed to be fixed such that the
problem becomes how many bikes to assign (in the case of static inventory level
setting) or off/on load (in the case of dynamic pick-up and drop-off).
(Raviv and Kolka, 2013) proposes a method to find the optimal initial inventory
for a fixed capacity station subject to time-varying demand rates. This paper models
a station as an M/M/1/K queue over a finite planning horizon [0, T ] with rent and
return rates µt and λt at time t ∈ [0, T ]. Users unable to rent or return bikes are
weighted by cost parameters p and h, respectively. The authors wish to find the
optimal initial inventory I0 that minimizes the expected weighted sum of users unable









πI0,K(t) are the probability at time t that the station is empty or full, respectively. In
order to approximate this integral, the authors discretize the planning horizon into
short periods of length δ with constant demand rates and compute the approximate









πI0,0((θ + 0.5)δ)pµθ + πI0,K((θ + 0.5)δ)hλθ
)}
. Although the
control is myopic and ultimately not particularly useful for realistic control, the cost
parameters parameters in the objective functions allow the controller to be finely
tuned.
(Datner et al., 2017) also sets out to find the optimal initial station inventory
levels, but models how stations interact, specifically how an “overspill” of rent and
return demands shift from empty and full stations, respectively, to nearby stations.
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Well performing inventory levels are found by simulating user behavior using data
from three BSS.
ROUTING: The second problem of replenishment truck fleet routing has two
separate solutions: static and dynamic load balancing.
Static: Static load balancing refers to the off-line creation of predetermined routes
for a fleet of trucks. These may be for overnight station replenishment when inventory
is assumed constant (as demand is negligible), so that the problem is akin to a capacity
constrained pick-up and drop-off traveling salesman problem.
A Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP) is presented in (Dell’Amico et al., 2014)
that solves the pick-up and drop-off problem for a fleet of trucks with predetermined
initial inventory levels with an objective to minimize total fleet travel time. As such
an MILP grows in complexity with system and fleet size, they introduce branch and
cut algorithms to reduce the complexity to find well performing feasible solutions.
Alternatively, static routes may be for daytime shifts when station demand rates
are assumed to be constant.
(Schuijbroek et al., 2017) introduces a station “fill to” level and static truck routes
with an objective to meet certain service levels defined as the percent of satisfied users
successfully able to obtain a bike and space. As in (Raviv and Kolka, 2013), this
paper models stations as finite capacity queues subject to time-varying demand rates
throughout the day and uses BSS data from New York City and Boston. First they use
the M/M/1/K queuing model to determine the initial bike inventory for each station
that will achieve the service level requirements over some finite observation period;
this may be infeasible for some stations with highly skewed rent-return demand rates
such that the best option is to start with an entirely empty or full station. Second, the
authors provide heuristics to divide the system into clusters of stations and determine
the static truck route for each cluster that minimizes the make-span (total route
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distance or time). As stated previously, the initial starting level is not a particularly
useful problem to solve. Truck assignments to static clusters of stations may be a way
to divide and conquer a large system, but ultimately limits truck cooperation among
all stations in the system.
(Fricker and Gast, 2016) studies the theoretical performance of user and truck-
driven load balancing policies on a system of N stations, each modeled as independent
and identical M/M/1/K queues with time-invariant rent and return rates. Their
objective is to minimize the proportion of “problematic” stations (entirely empty
or full). The authors determine the optimal fleet size for such a system as well as
derive the theoretical performance metrics for both user and truck-driven policies
such as forcing users to return a bike to the station with less bikes of two neighboring
stations. Such performance metrics are only possible to find analytically because the
system is entirely homogeneous; they are not useful from a practical standpoint as
the model is a far cry from real BSS in which stations vary in capacity and their
time-varying demand rates range widely. Furthermore, an objective that considers
only the fraction of problematic stations stands to treat users unequally across the
system. An empty station fails users at rate µ and a full station fails users at rate
λ; by treating an empty and full stations as equally undesirable the controller may
penalize those wishing to rent bikes more than those wishing to return or vice versa.
Dynamic: The second solution and focus of Chapter 2 is on dynamic load balanc-
ing route and inventory management in which a route and inventory replenishment
policy is determined for a fleet of replenishment trucks during the day when the sys-
tem is in use and the inventory of the stations is changing throughout the route.
Well-performing daytime routes and inventory policies are more complex to create,
as the dynamic inventory levels must be taken into account.
A greedy route creation is adopted in (Wang and Wang, 2013) on an as-needed
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basis when stations are below or above thresholds. (Kloimüllner et al., 2014) uses
expected net demand over the near future to greedily build a tour that requires each
station be visited only once per day. (Pfrommer et al., 2014) constructs routes via
trees of promising stations whose inventories are low (high) and analyzes their utility
with non-linear programming. (Wang and Wang, 2013) introduces a station grid
region topology model with randomly assigned capacities and demand rates. The
authors propose a simple first-come first-serve truck routing algorithm that forces
replenishment trucks to visit stations in the order of when their inventory rose above
or fell below an upper or lower bound, respectively.
(Pfrommer et al., 2014) explores both truck and user-based load balancing for a
BSS using a network model of interconnected queues which tracks each individual
bike trip between stations i and j. The authors analyze historical data to estimate
the time-varying rates at which users take trips between all stations such that they
may estimate the expected net arrivals (expected arrivals - expected departures) over
10 minute periods throughout the day for each station. They introduce a time-driven
dynamic route planning heuristic to control the movement of multiple redistribution
trucks to maximize the number of additional bike trips enabled. The load balancing
controls are tested in a Monte Carlo simulation using data from the London BSS.
Motivated by the infeasible complexity to find the optimal route, a subset of
dynamic rebalancing papers take inspiration from Markov Decision Processes (MDPs)
and propose policies to dictate the next station to visit based upon the state of
the system for a bike sharing system subject to stochastic time-varying demand.
(Brinkmann et al., 2019) defines 3 inventory fill-to policies: [low, medium, high], and
populates a look-up table of inventory and next station to visit decision based upon
the results of many simulated look-ahead policies. A priority policy is introduced
in (Legros, 2019) to determine the next station to visit based upon station distance
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and imbalance between rental and return rates. Such MDP inspired policies commit a
rebalancing truck to the next station to visit; the routing policy introduced in Chapter
2 does not commit the fleet to stations, but uses both stations and intersections as
decision points.
Although the focus is not on routing, (Vázquez-Abad et al., 2017) introduces a
state-driven control via station-specific thresholds that dictate when stations should
trigger a truck replenishment and find well performing thresholds using simulation.
In addition to load balancing by moving bikes with a fleet of trucks, users them-
selves may act locally to perform load balancing by altering their origin or destination
station motivated by incentives. Incentive schemes are beyond the scope of this thesis,
but are explored in a wide variety of publications (Wang and Wang, 2013),(Pfrommer
et al., 2014),(Aeschbach et al., 2015),(Schlote et al., 2015),(El Sibai et al., 2018).
1.2.2 Autonomous Taxi Fleets
The literature of the fleet management of autonomous taxi (AT) systems may assume
either that vehicles serve one customer at a time (like taxis, Uber-X, or standard Lyft)
with a single origin-destination pair or serve multiple customers at once carpool-style
(such as Uber’s Pool or Lyft’s Line options) with multiple origin-destination pairs.
Common objectives include meeting all or some fraction of demand requests, expected
user wait times, quantity of empty miles driven, system costs, fleet size, or some
combination thereof.
In order to model AT systems, a common method is to amalgamate areas encom-
passing many user demand request origins and destinations (such as neighborhoods)
to a single point. Papers often include case studies built upon origin/destination pairs
extracted from transportation data sets such as taxis trips or commuter question-
naires (Zhang and Pavone, 2016),(Burghout et al., 2015),(Brownell and Kornhauser,
2014),(Spieser et al., 2014),(Spieser et al., 2016). The state of the system is often
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described as the number of available vehicles and waiting users in each region as well
as the number of vehicles en route between regions.
The challenge of fleet management may be either proactive in anticipating future
demand or reactive in meeting current demand.
PROACTIVE CONTROL: Proactive rebalancing refers to the process of dy-
namically redistributing the fleet so as to maintain availability across service areas to
meet future predicted demand. Clearly, there is a trade-off between satisfying system-
wide customer requests and driving hours logged by empty vehicles while performing
load balancing operations. Whereas profit steers the driver-centric actions of tradi-
tional taxi or Uber drivers, ATs will operate cohesively under a centralized controller.
Rather than many vehicles competing for users at high-demand areas (e.g., restaurant
districts), AT fleet operators may spread their available vehicles across the broader
service area.
Within proactive rebalancing there are two general control approaches: a set
of stationary controls based upon historical data and dynamic controls based upon
the current state of the system. Furthermore ATs and users may be represented as
discrete entities in queues or abstracted to continuous fluids.
Discrete Entities: (Spieser et al., 2014) models an AT system as a queuing
network (Jackson network) of N single server nodes representing regions and N ×N
infinite-server queuing nodes representing traveling from region to region. Available
ATs leave the single server node i with a service rate equal to the rate at which users
wish to depart from region i. ATs are routed with probability pi,j from the single
server node i to the infinite server node representing the trip from region i to region
j, and then finally routed with probability 1 to the single server node j. If there are
no available vehicles at the time of the request event, the demand is not dropped but
enters into a queue of outstanding demand. The objective is to minimize the percent
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of users dropped across the system.
They define and find an optimal static “virtual” customer rate at which to send
empty ATs between regions via linear programming such that outstanding demand
(customers waiting) are uniformly bounded. These static rates are optimal for the
average trends of the system, but cannot account for the current state of the system.
They go on to demonstrate this policy on an example system with user demand
rates, probabilities, and travel times extracted from the Singapore’s 2008 Household
Interview Travel Survey as well as 2012 Singapore taxi records with a focus on the
trade-off between fleet size and quality of service (vehicle availability or waiting time).
The last section of this report delves into the cost (explicate in terms of fines, fuel as
well as opportunity costs and time) of privately owning a car to justify the costs of
an MoD system.
(Zhang and Pavone, 2016) builds off the discrete AT queuing network model in
(Spieser et al., 2014). Moving away from the “loss” model, they define ci(t) as the
number of customers waiting to board a vehicle in region i, vi(t) as the number of
available vehicles at i, vi,j(t) as the number of vehicles en route from i to j, and Ti,j as
the average time to travel from i to j. For a system of m vehicles and N regions, this
paper proposes a “real-time” dynamic load balancing policy that uses the following
linear programming with decision variables numi,j, the number of empty vehicles




j Ti,jnumi,j(t) s.t. vi(t) +
∑
j(vi,j(t) + numj,i) −∑
i numi,j ≥ b
m
N
c ∀ i i.e. to spread out the fleet equally among all regions. This
proposed dynamic control policy, which runs at fixed predetermined intervals, is based
entirely on the current state of the system. However, by ignoring system demand rate
parameters and redistributing the fleet evenly among all regions, this control stands to
increase system-wide average wait times as the same number of vehicles are allocated
to both high and low popularity regions. This control is applied to a case study with
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system parameters extracted from Manhattan 2012 taxi data; performance metrics
of vehicle availability and expected wait time are studied as a function of fleet size.
A receding horizon control approach is used in (Ramezani and Nourinejad, 2018)
in which the controller defines a “false” user rate (a rate at which to send empty
vehicles) over a control horizon, but only uses this dispatch rate over a shorter action
horizon at which point the controller reconsiders which dispatch rates to implement.
This dynamic redistribution scheme reacts to the changes in the state-space and
avoids the curse of dimensionality that arises in such systems by only considering the
near future.
(Fagnant and Kockelman, 2014) proposes four dynamic controllers to redistribute
discrete vehicles around a MoD system with stochastic demand and deterministic
travel times based upon the relative abundance of vehicles in a region to minimize
customer waiting time. The authors define an ideal number of vehicles for each
region based upon the number of customers currently waiting, the number of vehicles
scheduled to arrive, and the expected number of customers to arrive in the region
in the next five minutes. Each of the four control methods are updated every five
minutes- rendering state-based time-driven policies. The reallocation methods push
vehicles from regions of great excess to regions lacking vehicles and pull vehicles to
greatly bereft regions from regions having enough vehicles. These pushes and pulls
are greedy as they reallocate ATs based on the most extreme need and are myopic as
they only allow reallocation between adjacent regions based upon a grid pattern.
Fluid Abstraction: (Pavone et al., 2012) models an AT system as a series of
region nodes each with a queue of waiting users and available ATs. The objective is to
minimize the time-average number of ATs driving empty between regions doing load
balancing operations while keeping the waiting user queues bounded. The authors
abstract ATs and waiting users to fluid masses that flow among regions. Each region
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i has two parts: a fluid mass of available vehicles, and fluid mass of waiting customers
that arrives at some rate λi. As the fluid mass of customers arrive, if there is fluid
mass of available vehicles they are paired together and leave the region at rate µi
(with the usual stability requirement that λi < µi) and are routed to region j with
probability pi,j after Ti,j time units. This paper introduces a static load balancing
control rate αi,j at which to send available empty vehicle flow from region i to region
j. It then solves for the optimal control rates using a linear program which minimizes
the time-average flow of empty ATs
∑
i,j αi,jTi,j with a constraint that requires the
AT flow in and out of each node to be equal to satisfy the requirement that user
queues be bounded.
(Spieser et al., 2016) builds off the fluid abstraction model in (Pavone et al., 2012)
but changes the objective function to minimize total system cost in terms of capital
costs, operating costs, and passenger experience which are proportional to vehicle
purchase price, empty driving time, and customer queuing time, respectively. The
authors focus on the Pareto optimal curves of passenger experience vs. operating
costs for different fleet sizes.
REACTIVE CONTROL: The literature on reactive fleet rebalancing focuses
primarily on the vehicle-user assignment problem with an objective to minimize the
required fleet size to meet some criteria such as a threshold on user wait time. This
assignment problem is made complex by carpooling: how and in which order to assign
groups of users to vehicles based upon their origin-destination pairs and request times
given delay time assumed between trips, capacity constraints, etc. (Burghout et al.,
2015),(Brownell and Kornhauser, 2014),(Vazifeh et al., 2018),(Alonso-Mora et al.,
2017). Note that whereas in proactive rebalancing, available vehicles are sent empty
to other regions, in reactive rebalancing free vehicles sit idle at their last destination
Although ride sharing is beyond the scope of this thesis, these papers provide examples
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of how demand patterns may be extracted from available data.
1.3 Contributions
Load Balancing of Bike Sharing Systems
Finite capacity queues, used to model BSS stations throughout the literature,
are a good choice as queuing theory is both well studied and widely understood.
Furthermore, as the arrival process of users to stations has been shown to follow
a Poisson-like process with exponentially distributed inter-arrival event times (Gast
et al., 2015), stations (or entire systems) may be analyzed as Markov Chains. With
this in mind, the BSS load balancing problem in Chapter 2 models each station as an
independent M/M/1/K queue. And like some of the more realistic portrayals of BSS,
the non-homogeneous stations are subject to time-varying demand rates to capture
the cyclical daily demand patterns. Instead of focusing on minimizing the number
of problem stations, this work defines an objective to minimize the weighted sum of
all users dissatisfied across the entire system who are unable to rent or return a bike.
First, an optimal inventory level is found for each station as a function of the capacity
and interval demand rates. Second, the load balancing control via truck determines
a dynamic route in real time that takes into account the current inventories, current
demand rates, and future demand rates of all stations as well as the locations of all
trucks in the fleet and the system topology. Again following the papers with realistic
models, this work demonstrates the proposed controls on a simulated system with
parameters extracted from the Boston BSS Bluebikes.
The main contributions are as follows:
• A graph topology is proposed to represent the urban settings of BSS in which
arcs are street and nodes are decision points; decision points represent intersec-
tions and/or stations as many stations in real BSS occur at major intersections.
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• The transient behavior of a finite capacity queue is used to calculate the ex-
pected number of users unable to rent and return a bike over a finite time period
that may include multiple demand rates changes and truck replenishments.
• Finite-horizon optimal routes are found for a fleet of replenishment trucks using
these estimates of dissatisfied customers.
• An event-driven receding horizon controller is proposed to direct the fleet of
trucks event by event on dynamic routes and replenish station to station and
interval-specific inventory levels.
• The Somerville stations of metro-Boston are simulated as a case study; a cost-
benefit analysis on truck shift hours and a sensitivity analysis of travel times
and arrival processes is performed showing the robustness of the control.
Load Balancing of Autonomous Taxi Systems
Within the load balancing focused AT literature, the service region is often divided
into regions of request pickups and drop-offs as opposed to unique origin/destination
latitude/longitude pairs; this allows both waiting users and available vehicles to be
represented as queues. Again, as queuing theory is both well studied and widely
understood, the use of region-specific queues makes for a more mathematically rigor-
ous model. The AT load balancing problem detailed in Chapter 3 is made up of N
regions each with a queue of available vehicles as well as N ×N queues representing
the vehicles en route between regions. The literature focused on finding the minimum
fleet size to meet all demand does not delve deep into load balancing; furthermore
as AT fleets are likely to supplement not supplant other transit options, such an ob-
jective appears superfluous. The more likely scenario that Chapter 3 focuses on is
given a certain fleet size, how may load operations be accomplished to achieve the
best possible user satisfaction without undue empty driving. While papers in the AT
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literature often focus on both user satisfaction and empty driving, they do so with
one hard and one soft constraint, or fix one at a certain level; the proposed objective
in Chapter 3 is a weighted sum of the two such that systems may be compared across
fleet sizes.
The main contributions are as follows:
• An objective function is introduced consisting of a weighted sum of the percent
of users unable to obtain an AT and the percent of time ATs drive empty while
performing load balancing operations.
• A lower bound of average best possible performance is developed using a fluid
approximation and linear programming.
• A family of event-driven dynamic parametric controllers is proposed in which the
parameters act as thresholds; this parameterization reduces the dimensionality
of the control problem.
• Concurrent Estimation (Cassandras and Lafortune, 2009) is used to simulate
many sample paths under various control parameters; the successive iterations
of well performing families of control parameters narrow the control search space
to find locally optimal control parameters.
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Chapter 2
Bicycle Sharing System Inventory
Replenishment
A contribution of this chapter is that the model introduced allows for non-stationary
random demand processes unlike the models in much of the relevant literature. Fur-
thermore, the controller tackles the two main challenges: desired station inventory
level and the truck fleet route. First, we define a station and interval-specific de-
sired inventory level as a function of the station capacity and demand rates within
the interval. Second, we adopt a Receding Horizon Control (RHC) approach, in-
troduced in (Li and Cassandras, 2006) and extended in (Khazaeni and Cassandras,
2014), which operates in an event-driven fashion and is responsible for routing re-
plenishment trucks. In particular, the RHC determines an optimal route over a given
planning horizon on a graph topology of nodes (stations and intersection) and arcs
(streets) which mimic the urban environment of BSS.
2.1 System Model
We consider a BSS as a network consisting of N nodes in the set N = {1, ..., N} and
A agents (trucks) in the set A = {1, ..., A}. Nodes are connected by arcs (i, k) ∈ E ,
thus defining a graph topology G = (N , E). Each arc (i, k) has an associated weight
W (i, k) which represents the time it takes for an agent to travel from node i to node k
(note that this may include time spent by an agent at node i, e.g., waiting at a traffic
light.) Note that such a weight may be deterministic or stochastic, as in section 2.4.
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We extend the concept of weight to include arc segments (i, s) where s ∈ R2 may be
any point on the line segment defining some arc (i, k) ∈ E . Thus, W (i, s) ≤ W (i, k)
for such points s. The set of nodes N is partitioned into two subsets: stations and
intersections. We will refer to the set of station nodes as S = {1, ..., S}, S ⊂ N .
Station nodes have self loops of length Li such that W (i, i) = Li, i ∈ {1, ..., S} which
represent the loading delay for replenishing a station.
Every station i and agent j has a finite integer inventory capacity CSi and C
A
j ,
respectively. Stations are subject to positive or negative demands for single units of
inventory (i.e., spaces or bikes). We consider the BSS operation over a finite period
[0, T ] (e.g., a day), justified by the cyclical nature of BSS commuter demands. This
finite period is divided into K intervals each of length I such that T = KI. In
interval k ∈ {1, ..., K} station i is subject to constant rates of positive demand
(spaces for bikes) λi,k and negative demand (bikes) µi,k (Schuijbroek et al., 2017).
The agents travel node-to-node to “rebalance” the stations from their own inventory
with the goal of keeping station inventories out of the empty and full states.
2.1.1 State Space
Let xi(t) ∈ {0, 1, ..., CSi } be the inventory of station i, yj(t) ∈ {0, 1, ..., CAj } be
the inventory of agent j, and zj(t) ∈ N be the next (possibly current) node lo-
cation of agent j at time t. Let k(t) ∈ {1, ..., K} be the interval that specifies
the demand rates in effect at time t. Thus, the state of the system is X (t) =
[x1(t), ..., xS(t), y1(t), ..., yA(t), z1(t), ..., zA(t), k(t)].
2.1.2 Events
The system dynamics are event-driven such that a sample path over [0, T ] of a total
of QT events may be described as a sequence of events e = {e1, ..., eQT } and corre-
sponding event times τ = {τ1, ..., τQT }. Only at these times τq may the state of the
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system change or control actions occur. We may write the state of the system in
terms of time τq or event q: X (τq) = Xq, xi(τq) = xi,q, for all i ∈ S, q ∈ {1, . . . , QT}.
We define the set of all events E as the union of the uncontrollable and controllable
events E = EU ∪ EC with four types of events defined as follows:
• δ+i (δ−i ) ∈ EU event: a positive demand event, i.e., demand for a space when
a bike is returned to station i ∈ S (respectively, negative demand event, i.e.,
demand for a bike when a user requests one from station i ∈ S.)
• αi,j ∈ EC event: the arrival of agent j at node i ∈ N .
• θi,j ∈ EC event: agent j completes the inventory replenishment of station
i ∈ S.
• κk ∈ EU event: the start of the kth interval which prompts the change of
demand rates λi,k and µi,k.
The distinction between events αi,j and θi,j is needed to capture the fact that an
agent arriving at a station may decide not to replenish it and, if it does, there is a
finite amount of time Li required for the replenishment.
2.1.3 Controls
Control actions are only possible after an agent arrival αi,j or replenishment θi,j event
and they are defined as follows:
• vj,q, j ∈ A next node control: This is the next node selected for agent j to visit
when located at zj,q. This control is limited by the set of nodes which belong
to the output set of node zj,q, denoted by O(zj,q), as defined by the graph, i.e.,
vj,q ∈ O(zj,q). If i ∈ S, then i ∈ O(i), which represents the choice to replenish
that station, which will be followed by an event θi,j.
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• ui,j,q inventory transfer control: This is the amount of inventory to transfer from
agent j to station i and is only feasible when vj,q = i following an agent arrival
αi,j event, in which case it is followed by a θi,j replenishment completion event.
This control is limited by the inventories and capacities of agent j and station
i in that it is bounded from below by either the number of bikes at the station
or spaces in the truck and bounded above by the number of bikes on the truck
or spaces in the station:
ui,j,q∈
{




The inventory evolution of station i depends on both the uncontrollable demand
events δ+i and δ
−
i and the controllable replenishment events θi,j:
xi,q =

min{xi,q−1 + 1, CSi } eq = δ+i
max{xi,q−1 − 1, 0} eq = δ−i
xi,q−1 + ui,j,q eq = θi,j, j ∈ A
xi,q−1 otherwise
(2.2)
Note that the min operation in (2.2) prevents the station inventory from exceeding
capacity in the case that a positive demand occurs at a full station; likewise, the max
operation prevents station inventory from falling below 0 in the case that a negative
demand event occurs at an empty station.





yj,q−1 − ui,j,q eq = θi,j, i ∈ S
yi,q−1 otherwise
(2.3)
Note that the transfer amount ui,j,q, must stay within the upper and lower bounds
as defined in (2.1), which keeps the station inventory in (2.2) feasible: xi,q ∈
{0, 1, . . . , CSi }, as well as agent inventory in (2.3) feasible: yj,q ∈ {0, 1, ..., CAj }.
Agent j’s next node location zj remains the same until the agent arrives at that
node following an agent arrival event αzj ,j. The controller decides upon a route for
agent j and the next node location changes to be the first node s′ on that route:
vj,q =

s′ eq = αi,j
vj,q−1 otherwise
(2.4)
where s′ ∈ O(zj,q) depends on the routing policy to be described in the next section.
Finally, at time instants t = kI, k ∈ {1, . . . , K} the interval k changes upon the
occurrence of a κk event, thus causing the demand rates λi,k and µi,k to change for
every station i ∈ S: kq = kq−1 + 1.
2.1.5 Objective Function
The agents’ purpose is to minimize the number of events in which a demand cannot
be sated by station inventory across the entire system over [0, T ]. We assign penalties
p and h for each event when a negative and positive demand cannot be satisfied,
respectively (Raviv and Kolka, 2013). Let ρ
[0,T ]
i = {ρi,1, ..., ρi,B[0,T ]i } be the event
times of all δ−i negative demand events at station i and σ
[0,T ]
i = {σi,1, ..., σi,D[0,T ]i }





i negative demands. We seek to minimize the expected cost over
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[0, T ] to capture the importance of every user’s demand across the system. Let X0 be
the initial state of the system and 1[·] be the indicator function. The control vector
uq = {u1,q, ..., uA,q} enumerates the replenishment amounts while vq = {v1,q, ..., vA,q}




















where the first part is the cost associated with users unable to rent a bike and the sec-
ond part is the cost incurred when users cannot find a a space to drop off a rented bike
at some station. The expectation is taken over an appropriately defined probability
space characterizing the random demand processes and agent arrival processes.
The static route finding methods used for overnight replenishment cannot be used
effectively for a system with such inventory dynamics. Not only would finding a route
for [0, T ] be computationally prohibitive, but as the inventory changes randomly, such
a predetermined route may no longer be feasible due to agent and station capacity
constraints. Hence, we turn to an event-driven Receding Horizon Controller (RHC)
to find optimal routes over a selected planning horizon.
2.2 Receding Horizon Control
We motivate the RHC approach by discussing the complexity of the optimality equa-
tion corresponding to (2.5) and by exploiting the fact that penalties are incurred only
when uncontrollable events occur. We define Vi(X ,vq,uq) as the cost incurred when
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the qth event takes place at station i given a state X :
Vi(X ,vq,uq) =

p eq = δ
−
i , xi,q−1 = 0
h eq = δ
+





The solution of the following optimality equation over q = 1, . . . , QT yields the









where Vi(X ,vq,uq) is the cost incurred when event eq takes place and Jq+1(X ′) is the
cost-to-go after the next event eq+1 when the state has changed to X ′. Evaluation
of the cost-to-go Jq+1(X ′) depends not only on the controllable events αi,j and θi,j,
but it is further complicated by the time-varying demand rates λi,k and µi,k making
such evaluation particularly complex under time-varying demand processes. This
complexity is what normally motivates the use of RHC which restricts the selection
of decisions to be optimal only over a finite planning horizon. These decisions are
executed over a shorter action horizon, at which point a new optimization problem
is solved (Li and Cassandras, 2006),(Khazaeni and Cassandras, 2018).
The complexity due to the time-varying demand processes is mitigated through
a RHC based on the following observation. Note that in (2.6) penalties are only
incurred upon uncontrollable demand events δ−i and δ
+
i , while controllable events
incur no penalties. Since we can only apply controls vq,uq at events αi,j and θi,j, by
properly updating our RHC we can evaluate (under reasonable modeling assumptions)
the expected cost in between these events and then select a control that minimizes
it. Thus, we introduce a RHC which takes advantage of this behavior to determine
optimal controls over an appropriately selected planning horizon H; these controls
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stay in effect until the next control event when the RHC is re-invoked. Our RHC
is event driven, similar to the approach in (Wesselowski and Cassandras, 2006) for
elevator systems featuring a similar graph topology. Our analysis is based on the
following assumptions:
A1: All events are observable.
A2: Inter-demand times are exponentially distributed.
A3: Agents have an infinite inventory capacity.
Assumption A1 is justified by the fact that modern BSS inventories are available
in real time via apps and online (Bluebikes, 2019). Assumption A2 , supported by
empirical data (Gast et al., 2015) and accepted in the literature (Schuijbroek et al.,
2017),(Raviv and Kolka, 2013), allows us to treat station inventories as finite birth-
death chains. Each station is an independent M/M/1/CSi queueing system subject to
birth rate λi,k and death rate µi,k (Gast et al., 2015),(Schuijbroek et al., 2017),(Raviv
and Kolka, 2013). In reality, if users are between stations it is possible that they
choose the station with the higher inventory that they seek (bikes or spaces) (Schlote
et al., 2015), so that the demand rates may in fact be inventory dependent.
Using assumption A2 we may evaluate transient probability distributions for the
station states (see Appendix A.1), which in turn allows us to make decisions that take
into account the time-varying character of the demand processes. Let πi,n(xi(t), k, s)
be the transient probability that the inventory of station i is n ∈ {0, ..., CSi } at time







πi,0(xi(t), k, s)µi,kp+ πi,CSi (xi(t), k, s)λi,kh
]
ds
(k − 1)I < t < t+ ∆ < kI (2.8)
Observe that this is the expected cost incurred at station i over an interval [t, t+ ∆]
fully contained within the kth interval [(k − 1)I, kI] of fixed demand rates. This
cost depends on the initial inventory xi(t) and interval index k(t) (we will omit the
dependence of k(t) on t for simplicity).
Let us now extend the expected cost evaluation in (2.8) to cases where [t, t + ∆]
spans two intervals when demand rates λi,k and µi,k change due to event κk at time
t = kI. In particular, let ∆ be such that
(k − 1)I ≤ t ≤ kI < t+ ∆ ≤ (k + 1)I (2.9)
This allows us to extend the evaluation of the expected cost incurred at station i
into future times after the demand rates have changed, as illustrated in Fig. 2·1, i.e.,
[t, t + ∆] is split into [t, kI] and (kI, t + ∆] corresponding to the times of constant
demand rates in intervals k and k + 1, respectively.
Figure 2·1: The case when [t, t + ∆] spans intervals k and k + 1 and





i be the numbers of negative and positive demand events
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in [t, t+ ∆], respectively. Using (2.8) and conditioning on the state of the station at














= Γi(xi(t), k, kI − t)+
CSi∑
n=0
πi,n(xi(t), k, kI − t)Γi(n, k + 1, t+ ∆− kI) (2.10)
The first term of (2.10) refers to the time (t, kI] spent in the kth interval when the
initial inventory xi(t) is known. The second term refers to the time [kI, t+ ∆] spent
in the (k+ 1)th interval when the probability that the initial inventory is xi(kI) = n
is given by πi,n(xi(t), k, kI − t) (see Appendix A.1).
Over the interval [t, t+ ∆], some stations will accrue more expected costs due to
their initial inventory and demand rates as shown in Fig. 2·2. Some stations are
therefore more critical than others and should be considered for an agent to visit so
as to rebalance the inventory to mitigate future expected costs.
Assumption A3 allows us focus on the routing facet of the BSS inventory man-
agement problem. If agents have infinitely many bikes or spaces, the inventory
transfer control in (2.1) is no longer constrained by agent capacity and becomes:
ui,j,q ∈ {−xi,q , ..., CSi − xi,q} and (2.3) is no longer necessary.
2.2.1 Inventory Transfer Control
The inventory transfer control policy of agent j at station i and interval k is deter-
mined by the control ui,j,q = Ii,k−xi,q where Ii,k ∈ {0, 1, ...CSi } is the station-specific
inventory fill-to target level. This target level Ii,k may be either static or time-varying.
We considered a static time-invariant inventory level defined to be the halfway point
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Figure 2·2: Expected cost over the planning horizon of δ minutes for
stations in the Boston, MA BSS Hubway with demand rates µi and λi
extracted from 2015 data weekdays 8-9 AM, penalties p and h assigned
to 1, and initial inventories x(0) = CS − 1 (Bluebikes, 2019). Note
that the expected cost for Magoun Square is so low as to be negligible
– therefore, not a good candidate to rebalance inventory when other





c and a time-varying Ii,k as a function of the interval’s return and rent rates
µi,k and λi,k, respectively, such that the inventory policy is both station and interval-
specific. In particular, for the time-varying target we select Ii,k to be the inventory
state n that minimizes the expected cost over a planning horizon H:
Ii,k = arg min
n∈{0,1,...CSi }
{Γi(n, k,H)} (2.11)
with Γi(n, k,H) as defined by (2.8). In view of (2.11), the state dynamics in (2.2) are
modified to account for this predefined inventory level Ii,k as follows:
xi,q =

min{xi,q + 1, CNi } eq = δ+i
max{xi,q − 1, 0} eq = δ−i
Ii,k eq = θi,j, j ∈ A
xi,q otherwise
(2.12)
Fig. 2·3 shows how Ii,k, marked by an asterisk, is the minimum expected cost
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as defined by (2.11) for three stations (each with capacity 15) for the rush-hours of
8AM and 5PM and a planning horizon of H=30 minutes. The first example shows
Ii,k close to the original control of half-capacity for both time periods. The second
shows that the Ii,k for the morning and afternoon rush-hour are slightly different as
the rental rate is greater in the morning and lesser in the afternoon. The third shows
an extreme case in which it is optimal to have very few bikes in the morning rush
hour due to a high return rate and have many bikes during the afternoon rush hour
when the rental rate is high.




















































Figure 2·3: Ii,k is defined as the inventory level which leads to the
minimum expected cost over the planning horizon as per (2.11).
2.2.2 Agent Routing Control
A route R(l, s) starting at node l ∈ N and ending at any point s belonging to some
arc (s /∈ N in general) is defined as a sequence {l, r1, . . . , rM , s} where rm ∈ N ,
m = 1, . . . ,M and s is reachable from l over the given graph (N , E). If rm = rm+1,
this indicates that the agent applies control vj,q = rm when the qth event is αrm,j,
i.e., it takes the self-loop arc that results in replenishing station rm. The distance of
such a route, denoted by d(l, s) is given by:
d(l, s) = W (l, r1) +
M−1∑
m=1
W (rm, rm+1) +W (rM , s)
Let us now consider any route R(l, s) such that d(l, s) = H and define a set Ωi(H)
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of horizon points ωi as follows:
Ωl(H) = {ωl : d(l, ωl) = H}
In simple terms, the set Ωl(H) contains all points s ∈ R2 reachable from l ∈ N in H
time units through the graph (N , E) as illustrated in Fig. 2·4. In this example, an
agent located at node (intersection) 1 at time t has 7 horizon points including one
that corresponds to the agent possibly reaching a station (node 3) and in the process
of replenishing it at time t + H. Thus, all possible routes R(l, s) from node l with
ωl ∈ Ωl(H) define a set denoted by RHl .
Figure 2·4: All possible horizon points when an agent is located at
intersection 1 where ∗ mark the horizon points and self loops represent
replenishments. Intersections and stations are marked as white and
black circles, respectively.
Next, assume that agent j is located at node l ∈ N at some time t ∈ [0, T ]. We
associate routes in RHl to agent j by writing RHj ∈ RHl . We now consider events θi,j
which may occur over the interval [t, t + H] when agent j replenishes some station
i ∈ SHl . Let the time of such an event be t+ξ
j
i (at most one event per station to avoid
cyclical routes). Note that when the replenishment event θi,j occurs, the inventory of
station i changes to a new value xi(t + ξ
j
i ) = Ii,k or Ii,k+1 in accordance with (2.12)
depending on whether the replenishment occurs within the current interval k or next




i ) = x̄i. Finally, note that the value of ξ
j
i is simply given by: ξ
j
i = d(l, i),
the time it takes agent j to travel from node l to station i ∈ S and replenish it.
Let us now select the planning horizon H to span two intervals as in (2.9) with
∆ = H. Note that this extends beyond the next event time when a control is feasible,
so that the controller can effectively “see” the savings effects the possible controls will
have on the system. We define a route vector RH = [RH1 , . . . , R
H
A ] as a combination
of possible agent routes Rj ∈ RHl . Let SHR be the set (possibly empty) of stations to
replenish included in any route vector RH . For i /∈ SHR , the only relevant event is the
demand rate change event occurring at kI. For i ∈ SHR , the relevant events are the
occurrence of the replenishment event(s) θi,j, j ∈ A at time t + ξji which may occur
before or after the demand rate change event.
Next, we evaluate the expected cost Ci(RH) for station i over [t, t + H]. Let us,
for simplicity, first start with the single-agent case A = 1. We can then omit the
superscript j in the replenishment time ξji . There are three possible cases which all
follow from (2.10) as described in what follows.
Case 1: i /∈ SHR i.e., no replenishment events over [t, t+H].
Ci(RH) = Ji(xi(t), k,H) (2.13)
Case 2: i ∈ SHR and t + ξi ≤ kI, i.e. a replenishment event occurs before the
demand rates change.
Ci(RH) = Γi(xi(t), k, ξi) + Ji(x̄i, k,H−ξi) (2.14)
Case 3: i ∈ SHR and t + ξi > kI, i.e., a replenishment event occurs after the
demand rates change.
Ci(RH) = Ji(xi(t), k, ξi) + Γi(x̄i, k+1, H−ξi) (2.15)
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For a multi-agent system (A > 1), the number of cases expands to include the
number of replenishment events at a station before and after the demand rates change.
Let {t+ ξi,1, ..., t+ ξi,m, kI, t+ ξi,m+1, ..., t+ ξi,M} be the sequence of relevant events
for station i over [t, t+H] with a total of M replenishment events by various agents
and the demand rate change event at t = kI. Let t + ξi,m be the time of the last
replenishment event before the demand rates change. Note that we omit again the
subscript j in ξji associated with these events because, under A3 , all replenishments
are equivalent in terms of inventory outcomes: xi(t+ξ
j
i,r) = x̄i, r ∈ {1, ...,M}, j ∈ A.
There are two possible cases:
Case 1: i /∈ SHR , i.e., no replenishment events over [t, t+H]. This case is identical
to (2.13).
Case 2: i ∈ SHR and t + ξi,r < kI, r ∈ {1, ...,m}, i.e., the first m replenishment
events occur before the demand rates change. It follows from (2.10) that




Γi(x̄i, k, ξi,r − ξi,r−1)
]






+ Γi(x̄i, k+1, H−ξi,M) (2.16)
Note that the special cases where m = M or m = 0 are included in (2.16). If
m = M , then all replenishment events occur before the demand rates change, so that
the third term above vanishes and the sum in the second term applies with m = M
and with ξi,m+1 in Ji(x̄i, k, ξi,m+1−ξi,m) replaced by H. Similarly, if m = 0, then
all replenishment events occur after the demand rates change, so that the first and
second term above vanish to be replaced by Ji(xi(t), k, ξi,1).
When the RHC is invoked at time t at which point an agent is located at some
node l ∈ N , the controller solves an optimization problem seeking to determine routes
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RHj ∈ RHl for all agents j = 1, . . . , A to form a route vector RH minimizing the total
cost based on (2.13) and (2.16). The RHC optimization problem is:





The solution of this problem is straightforward to obtain since it entails comparing a
finite number of values Ci(RH) over all possible route vectors RH . Once an optimal




as the first node on the optimal route R∗j = {l, r∗j,1, . . . , r∗jR, ωl}. The RHC is re-
invoked when any agent reaches its immediate next node vj(t).
The load balancing methodologies proposed in the relevant literature that uti-
lize mixed integer linear programming (MILP) to create routes become intractable
as the system size increases. They often entail dividing the system into clusters
of stations such that each cluster, or subsystem, has one agent (truck) assigned to
cover it resulting in a finite number of tractable routing problems (Dell’Amico et al.,
2014),(Schuijbroek et al., 2017).
Contrasted to these methodologies, the complexity of our RHC algorithm is not
a function of the system size: it scales with the number of horizon points, which in
turn is a function of the planning horizon H and the system topology. The number of
horizon points depends on the node degrees in the graph, which, in an urban setting,
is typically limited to 4. The value of H controls the neighborhood of the current
agent location, hence, the number of nodes in it. Thus, H can be selected to trade off
limited complexity against future cost estimation. The RHC approach can be thought
of as a temporal decomposition instead of a spatial decomposition and provides an
opportunity for agents to work collaboratively under a centralized controller. In
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practice, the load-balancing trucks under RHC have the ability to cover a dynamic
area (effectively, the radius of the planning horizon) and are not constrained by rigid
subsystem clusters although there may exist natural subsystems of stations separated
by physical boundaries such as rivers, highways, etc. In practice, if static subsystems
were to be used they ought to include both residential and commercial neighborhoods
for balance in rush-hour periods. A truck assigned to a static subsystem of stations all
serving residential neighborhoods would likely run out of bikes quickly in the morning
and have no high inventory stations within the subsystem with which to replenish
their inventory due to the high rates at which bikes are rented from residential stations
in the morning.
Note that one method to decrease the computational load in larger systems or
for longer planning horizons H would be to limit the set of stations considered for
replenishment to a subset SZ whose expected penalties over the planning horizon H
exceed some threshold Z defined as:
SZ = {i ∈ S|Ji(xi(t), k,H) ≥ Z}
Consider the expected penalties of the stations in Fig. 2·2: with a planning hori-
zon of 30 minutes and a penalty threshold Z = 1, the Davis Square and Somerville
City Hall stations would be in set SZ and Magoun Square station, with its low ex-
pected penalties over the planning horizon, would not be a candidate for imminent
replenishment.
2.3 Simulation Results using Bluebikes Data
Bluebikes, the BSS of Boston, MA, publishes data on its usage each quarter which
includes the time, duration, origin, and destination stations for each trip as well as the
latitude, longitude, and capacity of all stations. We extracted the mean demand rates
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for bikes and spaces for each hour of each day of the 2015 season. We conglomerated
all weekdays from April to October and used the mean demand rates from 6 AM to
10 PM to simulate a representative work day. Fig. 2·5 shows an example of a typical
demand pattern.
























Figure 2·5: Mean demand rates at the Boston Public Library sta-
tion show high demand for spaces (bikes) in the morning (afternoon)–
typical for a commercial area.
We simulated in MATLAB the Somerville neighborhood of Bluebikes with 22
nodes: 11 stations, 11 intersections, and arcs representing main thoroughfares (data
available at: http://www.bu.edu/codes/somerville bss stations topology/). BSS of-
ten place stations at intersections for user convenience such that stations may be
modeled as special intersections. Fig. 2·6 shows the graph topology simulated. The
arc times are calculated as the distance according to Google Maps divided by an
average speed of 10 miles/hour to account for city traffic. Note that because of the
nature of the RHC, randomness in travel times is captured by the actual events as
they occur. Thus, if for example, an arc travel time is unusually large due to conges-
tion, the RHC simply reacts to the event corresponding to an agent reaching the end
of this arc whenever this might actually occur.
The simulation begins with each station’s initial inventory x(0) = bCS
4
c. We set
I to 1 hour, K to 16 intervals, penalties p and h both to 1, and simulate the system
under a number of different choices of planning horizon H. The case in which the
planning horizon is contained within a single fixed demand interval has a simpler cost
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Figure 2·6: The Somerville neighborhood system.
structure which relies upon sums of Γ(·) terms as in (2.8) and (2.10).
Figure 2·7 shows for the one-agent case how the length of the planning horizon H
affects the average performance of the RHC for 100 simulated sample paths of the full
16-hour day with various loading delays L (assumed fixed over all stations). The solid
lines shows the performance of the system when using the simple half-capacity in-
ventory transfer control and the dashed lines show the substantially improved system
performance using the station and interval-specific inventory transfer control intro-
duced in (2.11). Note that the new inventory transfer control policy yields a superior
performance across all loading delays and planning horizons.
Table 2.1 complements Fig. 2·7, showing that the station and interval-specific
inventory transfer control Ii,k as introduced in this work decreases the average total
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Figure 2·7: The average total cost (penalties accrued in the 16-hour
day from 6AM to 10PM) for the one-agent case with various loading
delays L shows that the performance of the RHC improves when the
constant planning horizon H is extended; the solid line shows the per-
formance of a simple half-capacity inventory control and the dashed
line shows the superior performance of the station and interval-specific
inventory policy introduced in this work.
cost by over 50% in the one-agent and 25% in the two-agent case.
Table 2.2 compares the interval-specific Ii,k for 9 AM and 5 PM with a planning
horizon of H=30 minutes to the original half-capacity Ii,k for all 11 Somerville stations
with the capacity as reference. The determination of Ii,k for stations 2,5, and 11
is depicted in Fig. 2·3. While station 2, Somerville City Hall, has morning and
afternoon rush-hour inventory controls of 6 and 8, respectively, which are not far from
the original half-capacity of 7, station 11, Magoun Square, has extremely different
inventory controls of 14 and 2 due to vastly different morning and afternoon rental
and return rates.
In order to better assess the performance of our RHC, we compare it to a “greedy”
controller and a Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) shortest path controller, both of
which replenish to the simpler half capacity Ii,k inventory level. The greedy controller
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Table 2.1: Performance Improvement Using Station and Interval-
Specific Inventory Transfer Control
L
(min)










5 2.5 1.2 52
8 5.4 2.1 62
10 7.7 3.4 56
A = 2 5 0.48 0.36 25
Table 2.2: Morning and Afternoon Rush-Hour Interval-Specific Ii,k
Station 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Capacity 15 15 19 15 15 25 15 15 15 15 15
Ii,k: 8 AM 11 6 4 4 5 1 12 10 6 3 14




c 7 7 9 7 7 12 7 7 7 7 7
routes the agents based on system inventory alone without regard for demand rates,
capacity, or node decision points. This controller commits the agents to a shortest-
path route to the “neediest” station– the station whose inventory at time t is most
extreme in terms of near empty or full:
vj(t) = arg min
i ∈ S
{
min{xi(t), CSi − xi(t)}
}
(2.18)
Table 2.3 shows results from 100 simulated sample paths for the one and two-
agent cases under the RHC, greedy and TSP controllers for different loading delay
parameters L. Each RHC case was run for many different planning horizons H (as in
Fig. 2·7), but we only display the results of the planning horizon H∗ which resulted
in the lowest total cost on average (which, as in Figure 2·7, always uses an interval-
specific inventory level Ii,k). Clearly, on average the RHC performs better than the
greedy controller given a sufficiently long planning horizon. Moreover, as expected,
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the RHC also drastically outperforms the TSP controller.
Table 2.3: Comparing Controllers: Average Total Costs
RHC Greedy TSP
L H∗
(min) (min) AVG SD AVG SD AVG SD
A=1
5 36 1.2 1.7 5.7 4.0 15.2 7.0
8 38 2.1 2.4 8.7 4.7 26.7 8.1
10 44 3.4 3.2 12.8 6.7 31.3 10.7
A=2 5 24 0.36 0.87 1.0 1.5 4.2 2.9
Note that the averages are quite low and the standard deviations rather high. For
example, in the one-agent case with L = 5 min under the RHC, most sample paths
resulted in very low total costs with some high cost outliers: 70% of sample paths
resulted in total costs ≤ 1.0 while 9% resulted in costs ≥ 4.0. This is echoed in the
greedy controller to a lesser extent: 16% of sample paths resulted in total costs ≤ 1.0
and 7% resulted in costs ≥ 13.0.
The receding horizon approach increases in run-time as the planning horizon H
and number of agents A rise. For the system with 2 agents and a planning horizon
of 24 minutes (representing the most complex system simulated) the run-time of the
algorithm that determines the optimal route over the planning horizon took an average
of less than 5 seconds to compute. Given agent travel times on the arc segments as
depicted in Fig. 2·6 range from 36 seconds to 6 minutes, this less than 5 second
algorithm run-time means that the proposed controller could be used to route trucks
in real time on city streets.
2.3.1 Cost-Benefit Analysis
The objective function as defined by (2.5) is intended to minimize the number of users
unable to obtain a bike or space, with the fleet size A and number of hours the trucks
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run as implicit cost constraints. As Fig. 2·5 shows, not all hours experience high
demand, particularly during the night but also during the midday hours between the
morning and afternoon rush hours. Consider the case in which a truck performs either
one or two four-hour shifts within the 16-hour period with loading delay L=8 minutes
and a planning horizon H=38 minutes (as determined to be optimal in section 2.3).
Figure 2·8 shows the average cost of 100 simulated systems with varying shifts from



























Figure 2·8: The average total cost of the system varies depends upon
the timing of the four-hour replenishment truck shift; the cost decreases
when the shift is during the morning and afternoon rush hours when
demand is high.
Likewise, for the single truck system with two four-hour shifts, of all possible
shift combinations the best performing was that of 7-11AM and 4-8PM covering the
morning and afternoon peaks with an average total cost of 9.1 across 100 simulations.
Figure 2·9 shows the average total cost as a function of the shift hours worked by a
single truck. The simulation results show significant diminishing returns from a total
of 8 to 16 shift hours.
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Figure 2·9: The average total cost of the system decreases as the shift
hours increase.
2.4 Sensitivity Analysis
In order to demonstrate the robustness of the RHC, we have performed a sensitively
analysis study by altering modelling assumptions. All following results show the
average performance for 100 simulated 16-hour days for a system of a single agent
and a loading delay of 8 minutes using the interval- specific inventory level Ii,k via
(2.11).
2.4.1 Stochastic Travel Times
Our results so far were based on the assumption that the time for an agent to travel
on the arc from node i to node j is a deterministic value Wi,j. In what follows, we have
considered two different cases in which the travel times are sampled from exponential
and gamma distributions respectively as in Table 2.4.
Table 2.4: Travel Time Distributions
MEAN VAR
∼exp(Wi,j) Wi,j Wi,j
∼gamma(20Wi,j, 1/20) Wi,j Wi,j20
Note that both distributions retain the same mean Wi,j but the exponentially
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distributed travel times have a much higher variance. These variances mimic the
frequent traffic delays caused by road accidents, construction, or stop lights.
Figure 2·10 demonstrates the robustness of the RHC with regard to the agent
travel time distributions as the three systems with arc travel times drawn from the
deterministic, exponential, and gamma distribution all perform similarly.


















Figure 2·10: The RHC’s performance on systems with arc travel times
drawn from the exponential and gamma distributions is similar to that
of deterministic travel times across all planning horizons.
2.4.2 Non-Poisson Arrivals: Markov Modulated Processes
As per Assumption A2 , the inter-demand times to rent and return bikes are both
exponentially distributed with constant parameters λi,k and µi,k for station i within
interval k. The RHC builds off this assumption by computing the expected number
of dissatisfied users via the transient behavior of an M/M/1/K queue as in (2.8).
In this section, we relax the exponential distribution assumption for the inter-
rental events and replace it by a Markov modulated process such that each station i
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in interval k may have rental events occur according to one of Gi,k possible Poisson
processes with rental process parameters [µ̂1i,k, ..., µ̂
Gi,k
i,k ] to mimic the burst arrival
process that may arise when, for example, a train arrives at stop near a station. Let
the current rental process parameter be chosen via a continuous Markov chain in
which φm,ni,k is the rate at which the current Poisson parameter switches from µ̂
m
i,k to
µ̂ni,k. Fig. 2·11 shows such a Markov chain with Gi,k = 2, i.e., two possible rental
process rates φ1i,k and φ
2
i,k. Fig. 2·12 complements Fig. 2·11, showing within an
Figure 2·11: Markov modulated rental process: the rental process









interval k how rentals events ↓ occur more frequently within periods under µ̂2i,k thus
creating an overall bursty rental process across the interval.
Note that in order to maintain the general form of the system model [µ̂1i,k, ..., µ̂
Gi,k
i,k ],
the choice of φmni,k must be such that the average rental process parameter remains µi,k.
Tables 2.5 and 2.6 show the rental process parameters for a system with generally
bursty rentals throughout and very bursty rentals during peak hours i.e. the morning
rush hours, respectively. Note that on average more than 55% of departures occur
during these 6 peak hours (7-10 AM and 4-6 PM).
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Figure 2·12: Periods with a rental process parameter of µ̂2i,k cause
more frequent rental events ↓ thus creating an overall bursty rental
process for interval k.
Table 2.5: Markov Modulator 1: Bursty Rentals
Gi,k = 2
µ̂1i,k = 5/6µi,k φ
1,2
i,k = 1/5 ∀ i ∈ S, k ∈ {1, ..., K}
µ̂2i,k = 5/3µi,k φ
2,1
i,k = 4/5
Figure 2·13 shows the the performance of the RHC on the systems with Markov
modulated rental processes from Tables 2.5 and 2.6 perform similarly to that of the
original Poisson rental process across all planning horizons.
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Table 2.6: Markov Modulator 2: Extra Bursty Rentals During Peak
Hours
Gi,k = 1 µ̂
1
i,k = µi,k
∀ i ∈ S
∀k ∈ Off-Peak
Gi,k = 3
µ̂1i,k = 3µi,k φ
1,2
i,k = 8 ∀ i ∈ S
∀k ∈ Peak
µ̂2i,k = µi,k φ
2,1
i,k = 2 φ
2,3
i,k = 4
µ̂3i,k = µi,k/2 φ
3,2
i,k = 4
Off-Peak = {1, 5, ..., 10, 15, 16}, Peak = {2, 3, 4, 11, 12, 13}















Rush Hour Bursty Rental Process
Consistent Bursty Rental Process
Poisson Rental Process
Figure 2·13: The RHC performs similarly across all planning horizons
for systems with Markov modulated rental processes defined by Tables
2.5 and 2.6 and the original Poisson rental process.
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Chapter 3
Autonomous Taxi Fleet Load Balancing
This chapter focuses on the load balancing operational challenge for AT fleets defined
as the redistribution of the fleet to maintain availability across all service areas. There
is a trade-off between satisfying system-wide customer requests and empty driving
hours logged while performing load balancing operations.
Whereas the driver-centric profit steers the semi-independent actions of tradi-
tional taxi or Uber drivers, ATs will operate cohesively under a centralized controller.
Rather than many vehicles competing for users at hot-spots such as restaurant dis-
tricts, AT fleet operators may spread their available vehicles among regions across
the broader service area.
The three contributions of this chapter as follows. First, we solve the load balanc-
ing problem of a MoD system by forming a threshold-based parametric optimization
problem. Second, we solve for well performing thresholds using a variation of the Stan-
dard Clock (SC) Concurrent Estimation (CE) method (Cassandras and Panayiotou,
1999),(Cassandras and Lafortune, 2009). Finally, we derive a lower bound to assess
the performance of our proposed threshold-based control.
3.1 System Model
We model a MoD system as a closed Jackson queueing network of N nodes N =
{1, ..., N} and m resources representing regions and vehicles, respectively, similar to
the model in (Zhang and Pavone, 2016). We focus on the load balancing of an urban
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autonomous taxi fleet and as such shall refer to vehicles and demands as ATs and
requests, respectively.
Figure 3·1 shows a region i which consists of a queue of available ATs. In order to
capture time-varying operating demand, routing and service characteristics, we divide
a finite time period [0, T ] into K intervals indexed by k = 1, 2, ..., K, each of length
I. Thus, the user request rate λi,k depends on interval k = 1, 2, ..., K. When a user
request occurs, if there is an available idle AT, then the (user, AT) pair, denoted by
× and , respectively, are joined and routed with probability pi,j,k (including intra-
region trips i = j) to an infinite-capacity server Wi,j with service rate µi,j,k. This
server captures the stochastic and time-varying traffic delays experienced by users as
they travel from i to j in interval k. Upon arrival at region j, the pair is separated:
the AT is routed with probability 1 to the idle AT queue in region j and the user
exits the system. If there are no available ATs at the time of the user request event,
this user immediately exits the system and incurs a cost. A load balancing controller
at each region, marked by ♦, routes (according to some control policy) an empty
available AT to server Wi,j ultimately destined for region j.
3.1.1 State Space
Let xi(t) ∈ {0, 1, ...,m} be the number of available idle ATs in region i ∈ N and
x (t) = [x1(t), ..., xN(t)] be the idle AT vector. Let yi,j(t) be the number of full
ATs (with passengers) en route from i to j and Y(t) be the corresponding N × N
matrix populated by yi,j(t). Likewise, let zi,j(t) be the number of empty ATs in server
Wi,j and Z(t) be the corresponding N × N matrix populated by zi,j(t). Finally let
k(t) ∈ {1, ..., K} be the interval that specifies the user arrival rates λi,k, routing
probabilities pi,j,k, and service rates µi,j,k in effect at time t. Thus, the state of the
system is X (t) = [x(t),Y(t), Z(t), k(t)].
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Figure 3·1: Region i consists of users and ATs that are coupled and
routed with probability pi,j,k to a infinite capacity server Wi,j, then
uncoupled and the AT routed into region j. Idle ATs may also be
forced by a decision ♦ to depart empty from the idle queue in i for
another region j.
3.1.2 Events
The system dynamics are event-driven with the event set E = EU ∪ EC where EU
and EC contain the uncontrollable and controllable events, respectively. We define
the following uncontrollable event types within EU :
• κk event: the start of the kth interval which prompts a change of λi,k, pi,j,k, and
µi,j,k.
• δi,j event: a user request occurs for a trip departing from region i with destina-
tion j (with the possibility that j = i). Note that this request event does not
necessitate an AT departure in the case that region i has no available ATs (see
Section 3.1.4).
• αi,j event: a full AT originating from region i arrives at region j.
• νi,j event: an empty AT originating from region i arrives at region j 6= i.
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We also define the following controllable event types within EC :
• ωi,j event: an empty AT (without passengers) departs from the idle AT queue
in region i destined for region j 6= i.
• σ event: a timeout event used for time-driven control.
The control policy we select determines when controllable events are triggered. For
example, a controllable ωi,j event may be triggered by a timeout or the occurrence of
an uncontrollable event resulting in the state of the system meeting certain criteria.
For a sample path of length T of the MoD system let e = {e1, ..., eQT } be the
observed event sequence, ei ∈ E, with corresponding event times τ = {τ1, ..., τQT }
for a total of QT events in [0, T ]. Only at these event times τq may the state of the
system change. We may now write the state of the system at time τq as X (τq) ≡Xq,
with xi(τq) ≡ xi,q, yi,j(τq) ≡ yi,j,q, zi,j(τq) ≡ xi,j,q, for all i ∈ N , where q = 1, . . . , QT
is the asynchronous event counter.
3.1.3 Controls
A control action in this system consists of forcing an idle AT in some region i to
travel empty to some other region j 6= i. This action depends upon the availability
of idle ATs. Let ui,j,q(xi,q) ∈ {0, 1, ..., xi,q} be the number of empty ATs forced from
i to j when the qth event occurs and let Uq(xq) be the N × N matrix populated




ui,j,q(xi,q) ≤ xi,q ∀ i ∈ N (3.1)
For simplicity of notation, let us drop the explicit control dependence on xi,q and
write ui,j,q. Note that such controls may be event-driven (deployed when the state
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of the system satisfies certain conditions) or time-driven via the controllable timeout
event σ.
3.1.4 State Dynamics




xi,q−1 + 1 eq = αj,i or eq = νj,i
max{xi,q−1 − 1, 0} eq = δi,j
xi,q−1 − ui,j,q eq = ωi,j
xi,q−1 otherwise
(3.2)
where i, j ∈ N . Note that the max operation prevents the idle AT queue inventory
from falling below 0 in the case that a δi,j user request event occurs and there are no
idle ATs, i.e., when a user exits the system prematurely as in Figure 3·1.




yi,j,q−1 + 1 eq = δi,j and xi,q−1 > 0
yi,j,q−1 − 1 eq = αi,j
yi,j,q−1 otherwise
(3.3)
Likewise the number of empty ATs en route from i to j evolves according to:
zi,j,q =

zi,j,q−1 + ui,j,q eq = ωi,j
zi,j,q−1 − 1 eq = νi,j
zi,j,q−1 otherwise
(3.4)
At time instants t = kI, k ∈ {1, . . . , K} the interval index k changes upon the
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occurrence of a κk event, thus causing the time-varying parameters to change for all
regions: kq = kq−1 + 1
3.1.5 Objective Function
The primary concern in the relevant literature of MoD systems is to meet all or most of
the user requests while also minimizing load balancing operations. We formalize this
trade-off in an objective function which minimizes a weighted sum of the probability
that a user’s request does not result in an AT departure (i.e., is rejected as in Figure
3·1) and the probability that an AT is driving empty performing load balancing
operations. The evaluation of these probabilities is generally infeasible because of the
fast growth of the state space, rendering this task intracatable except for the simplest
of systems. In order to assess the effect of controls ui,j,q on system performance,
we replace these probabilities with estimates consisting of the fraction of rejected
requests and total time spent driving empty in a sample path over [0, T ]. Let ρiT =
{ρi,1, ..., ρi,DiT } be the event times of all δi,j, j ∈ N user request events at region
i where DiT is the total observed number of such events, and let 1[·] be the usual
indicator function. As defined in Section 3.1.2, there are a total of QT events in [0, T ]
and the qth event occurs at time τq.





















where w ∈ (0, 1] is a weight coefficient. The first part of (3.5) refers to the fraction
of rejected users unable to obtain an available idle AT (the numerator is the total
number of all user request events). The second part refers to the fraction of vehicle-
hours when ATs drive empty (the denominator is the total vehicle-hours driven by
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the m vehicles in the fleet over [0, T ]). The weight coefficient w is used to quantify
the trade-off between customer satisfaction and load balancing effort. We exclude
w = 0 as the optimal control is trivial when customer satisfaction is irrelevant. If
w = 1, the optimal control is still difficult to determine: although load balancing may
not be a direct cost, the unavailability of ATs while performing load balancing oper-
ations creates an indirect cost. Note that the objective function in (3.5) is properly
normalized so as to give values bounded by [0, 1] and the weight w creates a convex
combination of the two objective components.
The optimization problem we formulate based on (3.5) is to determine a control




3.2 Optimal Control Policy
Let us first consider a simpler version of the problem where we assume that user
arrivals occur according to a Poisson process with fixed rate λi and that each infinite-
capacity server Wi,j has exponentially distributed service times with mean service
time 1
µi,j
. Thus, the MoD system is described by a finite-dimensional continuous time
Markov chain. As an example, the simplest possible such system corresponds to N=2
and m=1, in which case the single AT is in one of eight possible states: idle in either
region 1 or 2, en route with a passenger in one of the four infinite capacity queues





the subscript E denoting “empty”). For this simple system, the optimal control
policy may be found analytically as shown in Appendix B.1 and B.2. For any larger
system, we turn to dynamic programming (DP) (Bertsekas, 2005a) to determine the
optimal control policy for the average cost over the infinite horizon. The cost C(X )
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associated with being in state X = [x,Y, Z] is as follows:















Let S and U denote the state and control spaces, respectively, let ḡ(i, u) be the cost of
state i as defined by (3.7), and suppose that the state space cardinality is |S| = n. Let
Pi,j(u) be the transition probability from state i to state j under control u. We wish
to solve for the optimal cost function J∗ which satisfies for all i ∈ S the deterministic








Linear programming or policy iteration may be used to solve (3.8). In the linear
programming formulation, we use the differential cost vector [h(1), ...h(n)] (neces-





J̄ + h(i) ≤ ḡ(i, u) +
n∑
j=1
Pi,j(u)h(j) ∀ i ∈ S, u ∈ U(i) (3.9)
The resulting optimal steady-state distribution is given by the Lagrange multipliers of
[h(1), ..., h(n)] and the binding constraints indicate optimal policies. As an example,
the full linear programming problem for the N = 2, m = 1 system may be found in
Appendix B.3.
Likewise, the policy iteration method solves a linear system of equations hµ+eJ̄µ =
ḡµ+Pµhµ in which hµ and ḡµ are the n×1 vectors of ḡ(i) and h(i) under some policy
µ, Pµ is the transition probability matrix populated by Pi,j(µ), and e is a n×1 vector
with ei = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , n. Policy iteration is the more efficient method to find
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the optimal control as it solves smaller linear programs and requires less memory,
although convergence to the optimal policy may be slow, depending on the initial
policies chosen.
However, both methods are limited to small systems as the state space grows
combinatorially with the number of regions and ATs. For a system with N regions





and the cardinality of










. For example, an AT
system with N=6 regions and m=50 taxis has over 3×1034 states. Utilizing sparse
matrices and shared cloud computing facilities, the largest possible systems that we
have been able to analyze using the policy iteration method consists of N=2 regions
and m=10 ATs and of N=3 regions and m=5 ATs. The latter required only 31 GB of
memory, while solving for N=3 regions and m=6 ATs required more than the 256 GB
allotted to a full node of 28 cores. This provides the motivation for seeking alternative
control policies and assessing their performance using the fraction estimates in (3.5).
3.3 Parametric Control Policies
In this section, we introduce a parametric controller for larger MoDs expanding upon
the framework of the “real-time” controller in (Zhang and Pavone, 2016); this “real-
time” controller rebalances ATs evenly among regions every half hour using an integer
linear programming approach to minimize the expected load balancing time. Unlike
our loss model in which user requests may be rejected if there are no available ATs,
the model in (Zhang and Pavone, 2016) includes a queue for waiting users such that
the number of ATs associated with a region is the sum of available ATs and ATs en
route with the number of users queued up waiting for an AT subtracted from the
latter.




m. This vector defines a “fill to” level for each of the N regions; this is akin to
(s, S) threshold policies in supply chain and inventory management (Bertsekas, 2005a)
where s is a “fill to” level such that when an inventory drops below it, a supply request
is triggered (similarly, crossing S from below triggers a request to stop the supply
process). Note that each interval k = 1, 2, ..., K may have its own set of parameters
to account for different request patterns and traffic conditions. For simplicity of
notation, let ai(t) be the total number of ATs available at or en route to region i at
time t:







Furthermore, let us define a quantity Di(t) that is the supply of available excess
ATs if positive, or the demand for ATs if negative in region i : Di(t) = min{ai(t)−
θi, xi(t)} Note that Di(t) is an integer quantity as θi, ai(t), and xi(t) are all integers. In
order for feasible AT redistribution actions to be triggered, it is a necessary condition







This simply asserts that there is an adequate number of available ATs in regions
which are above their “fill-to” levels specified in Θ which can be used to supply those
regions whose queues of available ATs are below their “fill-to”levels.
Assuming for the moment that there exists a well-defined mechanism for triggering
a process to redistribute ATs among regions (further discussed in Sections 3.3.1 and
3.3.2), this process consists of the following integer linear program with decision




















ui,j ≤ xi(t) i ∈ N
ui,j ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...} i, j ∈ N
The objective function of (3.12) minimizes empty vehicle driving time; the first
constraint requires the intended inventory for each region to meet or exceed “fill to”
levels θ1, ..., θN and the second constraint maintains feasibility.
In order to bypass the difficulty of integer programming, we rewrite (3.12) as a
relaxed linear program in the form of a minimum cost flow problem in which regions


















ui,j ≥ 0 i, j ∈ N
Note that the single constraint in (3.13) encompasses both constraints in (3.12):
(i), if Di(t) = ai(t) − θi, the constraint in (3.13) is identical to the first constraint
of (3.12); (ii) if Di(t) = xi(t), then i is a source such that no flow is directed to
it, i.e.,
∑N
j=1 uj,i = 0, therefore, the constraint in (3.13) becomes identical to the
second constraint of (3.12). We recover the integer solution to (3.12) from this linear
program since integer solutions are a property of minimum cost flow linear programs
with integer sink and source quantities (Bazaraa et al., 2011).
A potential problem associated with this policy is that, depending upon the fre-
quency at which these control actions are implemented, there could be empty ATs
cycling inefficiently such that zi,j(t) > 0 and zj,i(t) > 0 simultaneously. To address
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this issue, we introduce an additional parameter Ω which acts as either a scalar
“timeout” in a time-driven controller in Section 3.3.1 or as an integer threshold in an
event-driven controller in Section 3.3.2. In either case, the role of Ω is to define the
mechanism that triggers the process of solving (3.13) so as to determine the values of
the control variables ui,j, i, j ∈ N .
3.3.1 Single Scalar Parameter Time-Driven Controller
For a time-driven controller, let the scalar parameter Ω ∈ (0,∞) be associated with
the timeout event σ we defined in Section 3.1.2 such that event σ triggers the control
actions in (3.13) every Ω time units. The “real-time” controller proposed in (Zhang
and Pavone, 2016) can be recovered from our controller by setting all θi = bmN c , i ∈ N
in (3.12) and Ω = 30 minutes. This time-driven single scalar parameter controller
is quite effective, but does not account for the system-specific demand rates. For
example consider a heterogeneous two-region system – this control of distributing the
fleet equally between them would perform badly if one region experienced far greater
requests than the other.
3.3.2 N + 1 Integer Parameter Event-Driven Controller
In order to avoid the aforementioned inefficiencies associated with equally spreading
out the fleet among regions of dissimilar demand, we define an event-driven controller
to trigger a solution of problem (3.13) whenever ai(t), the number of ATs in or en
route to a region, drops below the threshold θi by some amount. In the simplest case,
this occurs as soon as ai(t) < θi, corresponding to a greedy mechanism that pulls
a single empty AT from the nearest region j with aj(t) > θj and setting ui,j = 1.
However, since we have at our disposal a central controller with full information of
all region states and AT locations, we can do better than that as explained next.
Let us redefine Ω ∈ {1, 2, ..,m} as an integer-valued threshold parameter used to
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trigger the control actions resulting from a solution of (3.13) whenever the condition
θi − ai(t) > Ω is satisfied. This will effectively send a total of θi − ai(t) empty ATs
to region i; however, this is still a region-specific control that may be inefficient over
the system as a whole. As such, we instead trigger the control when the sum-positive
difference between the “fill-to” levels θi and available or en route ATs ai(t) surpasses







For example, consider the state of a system with N = 4, m = 20 in Fig. 3·2.
The control parameter vector Θ = [5, 3, 4, 5] is hashed in black and let Ω = 2. After
each event, the controller checks inequalities (3.11) and (3.14); if both hold, then ωi,j
events are induced as per (3.13). In this example, (3.11) holds with (0+1+0+2) ≤


















(t)]   (ATs En Route)
x
i
(t)                    (Available ATs)
i
                       ("Fill to" Level)
Figure 3·2: Control parameters θi represent a “fill to” level for the
number of ATs available at or en route to region i. Below this threshold
represents need; above this threshold represents excess inventory to
possibly send elsewhere.
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This controller is triggered when one of the events defined in Section 3.1.2 causes
a change in the value of some ai(t) in (3.14) so that the sum crosses Ω either from
below or from above. This may happen in two ways: (i) When event δi,j occurs, i.e.,
a user requests to go from region i to j, which alters xi(t) and yi,j(t) as per the state
dynamics (3.2) and (3.3), respectively (note that this assumes (3.11) already holds).
(ii) Event αj,i or νj,i occurs, i.e., a full (respectively, empty) AT arrives at region i
and alters the value of xi(t) and yj,i(t) (respectively, zj,i(t)).
While the time-driven controller triggers control actions after a predetermined
length of time regardless of the state of the system, the event-driven controller is only
triggered when the inventory levels fall sufficiently low across all regions.
Note that such a centralized control would rarely sent empty vehicles long dis-
tances, and that rebalancing between regions would most likely occur locally between
neighbors. A decentralized control could divide the overall system area into subsys-
tems of neighboring regions between which rebalancing operations would occur. In
this case each subsystem would have a shorter threshold vector, although there would
be dependencies between subsystems.
3.3.3 N2 Parameter Static Controller
Both of the previously described parametric controllers require tuning the threshold
parameters via simulation or through a data-driven on-line adaptation process. We
shall compare in Section 3.6 these controllers to an alternative simpler parametric
controller introduced in (Pavone et al., 2012) whose parameters are determined by
linear programming and rely solely on the model parameters λi,j and µi,j. This time-
invariant and state-blind control sends empty ATs from i to j at a static rate ri,j,
i, j ∈ N such that there are N2 rate parameters. These static rate parameters are
determined by the following linear program that minimizes empty travel time and
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(λi,j + ri,j) =
N∑
j=1
(λj,i + rj,i) i ∈ N
ri,j ≥ 0 i, j ∈ N
This linear program is always feasible. This is easily seen by taking, for example,
ri,j = λj,i ∀ i, j ∈ N , which satisfies the first constraint by sending back empty
taxis at the same rate and satisfies the second constraint as λi,j ≥ 0. This control is
state-blind since it does not depend on the current state or even the fleet size. Note
that in the case that such a controller as a comparison baseline at time t directs an
AT to leave region i for some j but xi(t) = 0 (i.e., region i does not have any idle
ATs) neither a penalty nor an event ωi,j occur. We use this state-blind controller
to demonstrate the importance of a dynamic (state-driven) control strategy in the
example system of Section 3.6.
3.4 Concurrent Estimation Methods
In order to find well performing parameters for both the time-driven and event-driven
controllers, we turn to concurrent estimation methods to simulate the effects of many
different sets of parametric controls from a single sample path and use the resulting
performances to direct the evolution of the next set of control parameters to test.
Concurrent estimation/simulation methods help in problems such as this AT fleet
load balancing problem where we wish to test the performance of discrete parameters
θ whose effects on the objective function J(θ) are difficult to determine analytically.
The off-line brute force approach to simulate each of the possible sets of parameters
is very inefficient and time consuming. On-line each possible parameter set could be
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tested in a trial and error process, but this too is inefficient and may be impossible
given the available time. In the time-driven control, let θ = [Ω] and in the event-driven
control let θ = [θ1, ..., θN ,Ω].
The off-line Standard Clock (SC) method of concurrent simulation constructs sam-
ple paths from a nominal simulated sample path in order to simulate the performance
J(θ) under various policies θ with the drawback of possibly simulating many fictitious
events. Standard Clock is used to simulate stochastic timed automata with a Poisson
clock structure such as our AT system which is an event-driven system with expo-
nentially distributed event lifetimes. In each state x there is a set of feasible events





i∈Γ(x) λi and λi is the rate at which event i occurs.




, i ∈ Γ(x) (3.16)
One may uniformize the Markov chain by introducing a uniform rate:
γ ≥ Λ(x) (3.17)
and replace Λ(x) with this rate γ for all states x and force the additional probability
flow [γ−Λ(x)] to be a “fictitious” event that is a self loop back to x leaving the state
unchanged.






where E is the set of all events. Note that this choice of γ has the potential to be
much larger than any Λ(x) thus forcing the additional probability flow [Λ− Λ(x)] to
also be large for many states x. This causes many fictitious events which slow down
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simulations. With this new uniform rate γ the triggering event probability is now
pi = λi/Λ (3.19)
which could potentially be much smaller than (3.16). The occurrence of the kth event
Ek in the event set E = 1, ..., N may be determined by a random number Uk:
Ek =

1 if 0 ≤ Uk ≤ λ1/Λ
2 if λ1/Λ < Uk ≤ (λ1 + λ2)/Λ
· · ·
N if (λ1 + ...+ λN−1)/Λ < Uk ≤ 1
(3.20)
By construction (3.20) allows all events to occur in any state; however, if the event
Ek is not feasible at state x than it is a fictitious event i.e. a self-loop.
The following steps outline the method of constructing M + 1 sample paths con-
currently where fm(·) is the state transition function (Cassandras and Lafortune,
2009):
1. CONSTRUCT STANDARD CLOCK:
{V1, V2, ...}, Vk ∼ 1− e−t, t > 0
For every constructed sample path m =
0, 1, ...,M :
2. DETERMINE TRIGGERING EVENT Em BY
(3.20)
3. UPDATE STATE Xm :
Xm := fm(Xm, Em)
4. RESCALE INTEREVENT TIME V :
Vm = V/Λm
Note that in Step 1 Standard Clock generates inter-event times from an exponential
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distribution with parameter 1, thus for models with event rate Λ 6= 1 Step 3 adjusts
the sequence {V1, V2, ...} by rescaling Vk(Λ) = Vk/Λ.
3.4.1 Variation of Standard Clock
We introduce a variation on the Standard Clock method which takes advantage of
models in which there is a substantial subset of events that are feasible across all states
x and creates fewer fictitious events with a drawback of slightly more calculations on
per event.
Let ξ ⊆ E be the subset of the C events that are feasible in every state x:
ξ = {i ∈ E|i ∈ Γ(x),∀ x} (3.21)
and let ξx be the other feasible events in state x:
ξx = {i ∈ E|i ∈ Γ(x), i /∈ ξ} (3.22)




Similar to (3.20), for state x the range of Uk is partitioned to the C common events
and the remaining events in ξx (plus fictitious events if there is any remaining range













(Clearly at least one Bx = 1; states with Bx < 1 have the potential for fictitious
events to occur.)
If Uk ≤ B, then the event is in ξ
Ek =

1 if 0 ≤ Uk ≤ λ1/γ
2 if λ1/Λ < Uk ≤ (λ1 + λ2)/γ
· · ·
C if (λ1+...+λC−1)/γ< Uk≤ B
(3.26)
If Uk > B, then event Ek is either in ξx or fictitious
Ek =






∣∣ξx∣∣) if B+ λξx(1)+...+λξx(|ξx|−1)γ <Uk≤ Bx
Fictitious Bx < Uk
(3.27)
Let (3.21),(3.24), and (3.26) be pre-calculated as the common events in ξ will
occur often and let (3.22), (3.25), and (3.27) be calculated on a need basis as the
large state space renders them impossible to save for all states x.
The following four steps construct M + 1 concurrent sample paths:
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1. CONSTRUCT STANDARD CLOCK:
{V1, V2, ...}, Vk ∼ 1− e−t, t > 0
For every constructed sample path m =
0, 1, ...,M :
2. DETERMINE TRIGGERING EVENT Em
If Uk ≤ B BY: (3.26)
Else BY: (3.27)
3. UPDATE STATE Xm :
Xm := fm(Xm, Em)
4. RESCALE INTEREVENT TIME V :
Vm = V/Λm
The advantage of this variation is that by setting a smaller γ many fewer fictitious
events occur at the cost of the additional calculations in (3.27). This method works
well for our AT model as the set of common events – all user request events – is quite
large: ξ = δk,j, k, j ∈ N such that the probability B of an event being within the













Table 3.1 shows the minimum and maximum percent of fictitious events possible
for the Standard Clock method and variation thereof (see the example in Section 3.6).
We use concurrent simulation to find well performing control parameter vectors
via a greedy iterative search and a broader random search of the control space.
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3.4.2 Greedy Iterative Search
In an iterative process, we find well performing control vectors by following a greedy
process of following vector changes that lead to better performances. For exam-
ple, consider the time-driven controller with its single parameter Ω starting at some
value Ω0. We may use concurrent simulation to compare how the slight control de-
viations such as Ω0 − 1, and Ω0 + 1 perform and direct the next controller: Ω1 =
argminΩ{J(Ω0−1), J(Ω0), J(Ω0+1)}. Iterated again and again with Ωk+1 = argminΩ{J(Ωk−
1), J(Ω0), J(Ω0+k)} and with an increasing simulation length T , this iterative method
gravitates towards well performing controls. As this requires simulation, it cannot
find the optimal control, but hones in on a flat region of the objective function.
Likewise for the event-driven controller with N+1 control parameters, the param-





0], and the first iteration concurrently creates
sample paths for the following control parameters:


























[θ01 − 1, θ02, ...θ0N ,Ω0]
[θ01, θ
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At the end of the iteration, the next control parameter picked as the next nominal
path would be that which performed the best such that each iterate follows the path
of steepest descent.
3.4.3 Random Search of the Control Space
The greedy iterative process as described in the previous subsection searches locally
within a small section of the control space and the final selected control vector, likely






Instead, utilizing the ability of concurrent estimation to simulate many samples
paths at once, we explore more of the control space by selecting control vectors
randomly. Control vectors may be selected randomly using the discrete uniform
distribution:
UNIFORMLY RANDOMLY SELECT A CONTROL PA-
RAMETER VECTOR
1. SET CONTROL VECTOR
θi ∼unif{0,m}∀i ∈ N , Ω ∼unif{1,m}
2. DETERMINE IF CONTROL VECTOR FEASIBLE
if
∑N
0 θi > m return to step 1.
in which the second step verifies that the control vector is feasible. Note that if
Ω >
∑N
0 θi, the control cannot be triggered rendering a feasible but clearly useless
control.
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The control space of this AT load balancing problem is so large that it is not
feasible to randomly simulate even a small percent of the possible controls for a long
enough time to get a decent estimation of the performance. This justifies the following
algorithm that finds families of well performing control vectors by iteratively shrinking
the permissible control space. Instead of selecting control vectors by ∼unif{1,m}, let
us define an lower and upper bound θi and θi or Ω and Ω. These bounds will iteratively
decrease the size of the search-able control space resulting in small permissible bands
for each control parameter. Let the first iteration of the algorithm start with θi =
0, θi = m ∀i ∈ N ,Ω = 1,Ω = m.
Let T be the length of the simulated sample paths, L be the number of sample
paths to concurrently simulate, and K be the number of times to run a L concurrent
sample paths:
ITERATION OF RANDOM SEARCH ALGORITHM
for k = 1:K
1. Find L feasible control vectors.
for l = 1:L
1A. Uniformly randomly select the lth control
vector: θi ∼unif{θi, θi} ∀i ∈ N , Ω ∼unif{Ω,Ω}
1B. If
∑N
0 θi > m, return to step 1A.
end
2. Simulate L sample paths with control vectors from
step 1 for T time units via concurrent estimation.
3. Choose the best performing control vector and label





Redefine: θi = mink{θ∗ki }, θi = maxk{θ∗ki },
Ω = mink{Ω∗k}, Ω = maxk{Ω∗k},
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Each iteration of the above algorithm will decrease the size of the search-able
control space as poorly performing control parameters are excluded in the Redefine
step. This method, like the iterative search, may find areas of local minima. However,
this algorithm may be run multiple times in independent trials to show that the final
families of controls are very similar.
The choice of K,L, and T as well as the number of iterations will determine
the final size and composition of the search-able control space. T , the length of
the simulation, must be long enough to produce decent estimations of the control
performance, but for the first couple of iterations it need not be too long as these
first iterations weed out the especially poor performing control parameters. As the
bands of search control parameters [θi, θi] thins, T should increase such as to produce
better estimations of system performance under the various control vectors. L, the
number of sample paths concurrently estimated, should be large enough to render a
good representation of the search space. Likewise, K should be large enough that
many possible control paths are simulated.
Note that we could concurrently simulate K × L sample paths and pick the best
K control vectors to label as [θ∗k1 , ..., θ
∗k
N ,Ω
∗k], k = 1 : K. By instead choosing to
separate them into K series of L sample paths, we mitigate the risk of an unusual
sample path that disproportionately favors a select group of control vectors.
3.5 System Performance Lower Bound
In order to properly assess the performance of the parametric controllers developed,
we establish in what follows a lower bound on best performance possible on average
(i.e., it is possible to construct a sample path that performs better such as one without
any δi,j request events)with an objective function equal to the absolute lower bound
of zero). As the objective function in (3.5) is an average over [0, T ], we seek only an
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average performance lower bound.
Let us abstract the arrival process of discrete request events at rate λi,j into a
continuous request flow process with rate λi,j. On average, region i will have an
inflow of
∑N
j=1 λj,i and an outflow of
∑N
j=1 λi,j. The average difference in request flow
is given by: di =
∑N
j=1(λi,j − λj,i) such that we may define the following two sets of
regions depending on the sign of di:
G = {i ∈ N|di < 0} (3.30)
B = {i ∈ N|di ≥ 0} (3.31)
Based on the objective function defined in (3.5), there are two sources of system
costs: unsated user requests for ATs and empty AT traveling time. Regions within B
will run out of AT flow as they are a more popular origin than destination, thus they
will effectively be forced to reject a request flow di.
For this abstracted flow AT system an amount p of flow lost by not being sated
with available ATs costs the system c(p) as defined by:





Regions within B will build up excess AT flow and are candidates to send empty
AT flow out. Suppose that p empty ATs are sent from i to j at the beginning of a time
period, with an average trip time 1
µi,j
for a total mean empty AT driving time p
µi,j
.
As there are a total of m AT-hours, the mean number of empty ATs driving is p
µi,jm
.
Similarly, for the abstracted fluid AT system forcing an AT flow of p from i to j,
the system cost incurred is as follows; Note that both (3.32) and (3.33) are linear
functions of the flow p.




Consider two types of decision variables: βj, j ∈ B, as the fraction of positive
request difference dj that will be left unsated and vi,j as the forced empty AT flow
from i ∈ G to j ∈ B that will sate the remaining [1− βj] fractional difference in flow.
The following linear program finds a lower bound with less than N2 + N decision
variables. The first and second parts of the objective function are the cost of ignoring
a fraction βj and sating the fraction [1−βj] of difference in request dj from (3.32) and
(3.33), respectively. The first constraint requires that the fraction [1−βj] of difference
in request is sated in “bad” regions. The second constraint places limitations on the

















s. t. dj(1− βj) =
∑
i∈G




vi,j i ∈ G
0 ≤ vi,j i ∈ G, j ∈ B
0 ≤ Bj ≤ 1 j ∈ B
3.6 Simulation Example: A 6-Region System
Consider an N=6 MoD system with request and travel rates as shown in the 6 by 6
Tables 3.2 and 3.3, respectively, and an objective function weight w=0.5. In order
to assess the performance of our event-driven parametric controller, we compare it
to the time-driven controller, the static controller in (Pavone et al., 2012), the lower
bound derived in (3.34), and the case of no control whatsoever.
The event-driven and time-driven controllers require N + 1 integer and 1 real-
valued parameters respectively, which are determined using the concurrent estimation
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Table 3.2: N=6 System Request Rates λ
6 15 6 6 9 3
3 6 3 6 6 12
0 9 3 0 3 3
6 3 0 6 3 0
6 12 6 0 3 0
6 18 3 3 6 6
Table 3.3: N=6 System Travel Rates µ
12 9.6 4.8 8.4 2.4 3.6
9.6 12 7.2 6 3.6 4.8
4.8 7.2 12 4.8 3.6 9.6
8.4 6 4.8 12 2.4 2.4
2.4 3.6 3.6 2.4 12 8.4
3.6 4.8 9.6 2.4 8.4 12
techniques described in section 3.4. After running many iterations on a shared cloud
computer cluster in MATLAB 2018b, the event and time-driven parameters in Table
3.4 were determined to perform the best for fleet sizes of 50, 75, 100, and 125.
Table 3.4: Event and Time-Driven Controller Parameters: N=6 Sys-
tem
Control Event-Driven Time-Driven
m θ1 θ2 θ3 θ4 θ5 θ6 Ω Ω
50 10 7 4 1 4 7 5 24
75 15 13 8 4 12 13 8 12
100 20 16 11 7 16 20 14 12
125 27 19 13 7 19 25 22 18
As these parameter vectors were determined to be the best via simulation, they
are likely local minima of the objective function. Iterations stopped when slight
deviations (i.e. θ′i = θi + 1) had little effect on the objective function of a sufficiently
long sample path (T=100,000 time units).
Likewise, families of control vectors were found using the alternate random search
method of finding well performing vectors as described in Section 3.4.3 for each fleet
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Table 3.5: Random Search Iteration-Specific Parameters
Iteration 1-3 4-6 7-9 10-12 13-15
T 500 5,000 10,000
L 25 50 100 200 500
K 25
size of [50,75,100,125] with iteration-specific T, L, and K:
Table 3.6 shows the final well performing families of control vectors from two
independent trials of 15 successive iterations. Note that these independent trials
have very similar final control vector families and include the control vectors found
via iterative greedy search as in Table 3.4.
Table 3.6: Families of Well Performing Vectors: Iterative Random
Search
m [θ1, θ1] [θ2, θ2] [θ3, θ3] [θ4, θ4] [θ5, θ5] [θ6, θ6] [Ω,Ω]
50
[9,12] [4,9] [2,5] [0,3] [1,5] [6,8] [4,8]
[9,12] [1,9] [2,5] [0,3] [0,5] [6,8] [3,8]
75
[15,16] [12,14] [7,8] [2,5] [10,13] [13,15] [8,11]
[14,17] [11,14] [7,9] [0,6] [10,13] [12,15] [6,11]
100
[19,23] [15,17] [9,12] [4,8] [14,18] [18,21] [12,17]
[18,22] [15,18] [9,12] [1,8] [14,17] [17,22] [10,16]
125
[24,30] [17,21] [11,15] [5,12] [18,22] [22,28] [16,25]
[24,30] [16,22] [11,16] [2,11] [17,21] [23,28] [16,26]
The static controller introduced in (Pavone et al., 2012) requires N2 parameters
found via the LP (3.15) and shown in Table 3.7.
Figure 3·3 shows the average simulated performance for all fleet sizes and con-
trollers. All systems performed about the same under no control – over 37% of
user requests unsated. As expected, the N+1 parameter event-driven controller with
its state-dependent control and system-specific tuned parameters performs the best
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Table 3.7: Static Controller Parameters for the N=6 System
Destination
ri,j 1 2 3 4 5 6
Origin
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0.25 0 0 0 0 0.2
3 0 0 0 0 0 0.05
4 0.5 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 0 0.05
6 0 0 0 0 0 0
across all fleet sizes.























Single Parameter Time-Driven Controller
N+1 Parameter Event-Driven Controller
Average Best Possible Performance Lower Bound
Figure 3·3: The performance of a system with fleet sizes 50, 75, 100,
and 125 under no control, static control, time-driven control, event-
driven control, and the average best possible performance lower bound.
The intermediate fleet sizes studied here are where the true benefits of the event-
driven controller are to be observed for this particular 6-region system. By utilizing
a smart rebalancing control, the same level of service can be achieved with a smaller
fleet.
Approximate dynamic programming (Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996),(Bertsekas,
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2005a),(Bertsekas, 2005b), could be used to find near-optimal control policies, but the
event and time-driven controllers already approach the lower bound asymptotically
as the fleet size increases. Note that the static controller does not– this advantage
is due to the event and time-driven controllers use of state information. We ignore
fleets of less than 50: they are unstable and perform poorly no matter the control,
since the underlying MoD system is under-capacitated with an insufficient number of
vehicles to satisfy the given demand. We also ignore fleets over 125: they perform
well no matter the control, as they are over-capacitated.
Table 3.8 shows a detailed performance comparison of the three controllers relative
to the uncontrolled case and the lower bound derived in (3.34) for a fleet size of 75
ATs.








% Users Rejected 38.0 11.8 7.0 3.4 0
% ATs Drive Empty 0 6.0 8.2 7.8 6.8
J̄ (w = 0.5) 19.0 8.9 7.6 5.6 3.4
Table 3.9, a complement to Table 3.1, shows the range of percents of fictitious
events created by the Standard Clock method and the variation thereof in Section 3.4
for a fleet size of m = 75 ATs. The variation of the Standard Clock method avoids
many more fictitious events - enough to justify the extra calculations required.
Table 3.9: Percent Fictitious Events for Fleet Size m = 75
Minimum % Maximum %




Conclusions and Future Directions
Mobility-on-Demand Systems face myriad regulatory, safety, and management chal-
lenges. This dissertation focus on the operational challenge of load balancing i.e. the
redistribution of the fleet to maintain availability across service areas. There is inher-
ently a trade-off between satisfying system-wide user requests for vehicles and load
balancing operations, whether they be the number of replenishment trucks in a BSS or
the hours of empty driving logged in AT systems. Chapter 2 and 3 propose dynamic
event-driven controllers for BSS and AT systems, respectively, and demonstrate the
superior performance of these controllers to myopic and static controllers.
Chapter 2 focuses on inventory load balancing via replenishment truck routing
for bike sharing systems. Stations in bike sharing stations have an integer number
of docks that bikes may be locked into; a station devoid of either bikes of available
docks is an issue as this represents a state in which a user may not rent or return a
bike, respectively. Following much of the literature in this field, we use the objective
to minimize the system-wide user dissatisfaction metric as defined by the number of
users unable to obtain a bike (space) at their desired station due to no available bikes
(docks). The operators of real bike sharing systems rely upon a fleet of trucks to
move bikes between stations to replenish stations low on bikes and relieve stations
with many bikes. Rebalancing via truck fleet is complex problem with two main
facets: how many bikes to on/offload between station and truck and the route each
truck should take i.e. the order of stations to visit.
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Our work tackles both problems. First, we set a desired inventory level for each
station and for each hour of day that is a function of the station capacity and that
hour’s average demand rates for bikes and spaces using queue theory. Second, we
propose a receding horizon controller to dynamically route the fleet of replenishment
trucks around a graph topology in which nodes (intersections and stations) act as
decision points. Optimal routes are found for a finite planning horizon and followed
for a shorter action horizon. The event-driven controller adapts to not only the
current state of the system (in terms of station bike inventory) but also future changes
in the station-specific rent and return demand rates.
Chapter 3 focuses on the redistribution of idle vehicles among service regions in an
autonomous taxi fleet; available vehicles may either be left to sit idle in their previous
drop-off region or may be directed to drive empty to another region in anticipation of
future user request. In order to capture both user dissatisfaction and redistribution
cost (fuel, opportunity cost, etc.) we set the objective as to minimize a weighted sum
of the percent of users unable to obtain an available vehicles in their region at the
time of the request and the percent of the fleet that is driving empty between regions.
As demand rates between regions are heterogeneous, certain regions are likely
to run out of available vehicles while others are bound to end up with an excess
of available vehicles. In order to combat this imbalance, literature in this field have
proposed controllers that are constant and predetermined i.e. state-blind, or are time-
driven. Our contribution to this field is an event-driven controller that uses region-
specific thresholds on the number of available vehicles in and en route to determine
when and how to redistribute the idle vehicles among the regions.
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4.1 Future Directions
4.1.1 Extensions for Load Balancing in Bike Sharing Systems
The load balancing control proposed in Chapter 2 uses a fleet of replenishment trucks
to ferry bikes between stations to mitigate demand imbalances with a modeling as-
sumption that the trucks have an infinite capacity. This assumption decreases the
complexity of the load balancing problem by simplifying the dynamics of the system
such that any amount of bikes may be transferred between a truck and station. An
extension of this work would be to break this assumption and require that the truck
inventory and capacity constrain the control. For reference, the proposed control in
Chapter 2 could be used with some changes in the state dynamics to account for
instances in which the desired inventory level Ii,k could not be met due to limited
inventory of bike or spaces in the finite capacity truck.
Instead of a a single desired inventory level Ii,k, consider a range of inventory
levels as defined by a lower and upper bound, Ii,k and Ii,k, respectively, such that any
inventory level within these bounds leads to low expected costs. Looking at Fig. 2·3,
such a range may be determined to be those inventory states within some ε of the
the minimum expected cost; for example, such a range of acceptable inventory levels
for the first station may be [4,9].
Another possible extension would be to design a controller that offers incentives
(monetary, etc.) to users of the system to locally aid in the load balance operation by
altering their intended origin and/or destination station to another nearby station.
4.1.2 Extensions for Load Balancing in Autonomous Taxi Systems
Chapter 3’s example is a small system of 6 regions and fleet sizes between 50 and 125
vehicles with fabricated demand and travel distributions. In future, this work may be
extended by increasing the size of the system. As the proposed event-driven controller
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requires a region-specific parameter be tuned, increasing the number of regions will
increase the size of controls space. Likewise, increasing the fleet size will also increase
the control space. Note that the regions may be geographically diverse in size and the
overall system area may be carved up by metrics such as population used to define
Transportation Area Zones (TAZs). As fleet management is needed more than ever in
intervals of great demand surges (arising from special events such as games, holidays,
etc.), the regions need not be statically defined but could be further refined by time of
day. The example system in 3.6 could also be replaced by a system with parameters
derived from real taxi data (available publicly from cities such as Boston and New
York City).
Furthermore, the normalized objective function that minimizes the percent of
users dropped and percent of empty driving time may be replaced by one that max-
imizes profits. Instead of percent users dropped, there could be an profit associated
with each trip from region i to region j in interval k that is a function of the system
demand trends of i and j in interval k. For example, if j is a popular origin in interval
k, perhaps trips ending in j could be discounted. Likewise there is an associated cost
with empty driving time: fuel cost and opportunity cost. Moreover to bring fleet size
as a decision variable, there is a capital cost associated with the acquisition of each
vehicle.
Appendix A
Appendices for Chapter 2
A.1 Transient Behavior of an M/M/1/K Queue
The evaluation of the integral in (2.8) and the expected cost in (2.10) require πn(x, t),
the transient probability that a queueing system with finite capacity C is in state n
after t time units given an initial state x and subject to constant birth rate λ and
death rate µ. The following result is based on derivations found in (Schuijbroek et al.,
2017) and (Morse, 1958):



















































The integral of the transient probability used in (2.8) and (2.10) over [0, t] is:
t∫
0














Appendices for Chapter 3
B.1 Optimal Control Policies of Simple Systems
The optimal control policies for simple systems are possible to determine because they
have tractable steady-state distributions. For a simple 2-region 1-AT time-invariant
system (omit k) there are only eight possible states: the single AT is either in one
of the two idle AT queues Ni, full with a passenger in server Wi,j (including i = j),
or empty in server Wi,j (excluding the obviously undesirable empty intra-region trips
i = j) as listed in Table B.1. Let the user arrivals follow a Poisson process with rate




simple N = 2,m = 1 system without controls (omit empty driving states WEi,j) may
now be represented by the continuous Markov chain in Figure B·1. For simplicity of
notation, let λi,j = pi,jλi, the rate at which users arrive to region i destined for region
j. Instead of individual AT controls ui,j,q, consider a controllable state transition rate
βi,j ∈ [0,∞) as the rate at which to send an empty AT from region i to region j
(Zhang and Pavone, 2016),(Spieser et al., 2014). This controllable Markov Chain for
the N = 2,m = 1 system in Figure B·2 includes empty AT states WE1,2 and WE2,1. We
may calculate the steady-state probability vector πβ from the normalized transition
matrix with rates from Figure B·2 where β = [β1,2, β2,1]. The cost C(X ) associated
with being in state X is as follows:





















































































































Consider the simplest scenario in which the percents of rejected requests and load
balancing vehicles are equally weighted with w = 0.5 such that we may ignore w. The
objective function may be alternatively shown to be a ratio of polynomial functions
of the β1,2 and β2,1 control rates:
f(β1,2, β2,1) =
Aβ1,2β2,1 +Bβ1,2 + Cβ2,1 +D
Eβ1,2β2,1 + Fβ1,2 +Gβ2,1 +H
(B.3)
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Figure B·1: The simplest possible system, the time-invariant 2-region
1-AT system sans controls has six possible states: the AT may be in
either of the idle AT queues Ni or in one of the four servers Wi,j;
the system moves between these six states at rates µi,j and λi,j where
λi,j = pi,jλi.
where A through H are all positive complicated combinations of λi,j and µi,j listed
in Appendix B.2.
Inspection of A and E in Appendix B.2 reveals that A = 2E such that the objective
function can be rewritten as:
f(β1,2, β2,1) =
Aβ1,2β2,1 +Bβ1,2 + Cβ2,1 +D
0.5Aβ1,2β2,1 + Fβ1,2 +Gβ2,1 +H
(B.4)
As both β1,2 and β2,1 →∞ the objective function goes to its upper bound of 2 as
the AT cycles empty between the two regions and never serves any users:




leading to 100% of user requests missed and 100% of AT timing driving empty.





(H + F β1,2 +Gβ2,1 + E β1,2 β2,1)
2 (B.6)
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Figure B·2: The time-invariant N = 2, m = 1 system with control-
lable transition rates β1,2 and β2,1 as the rates at which empty ATs are
sent from 1 to 2 and 2 to 1, respectively, leads to an 8 state system
with the addition of empty AT states WE1,2 and W
E
2,1.
has an either always positive or negative numerator which is not a function of β1,2




either always positive or always negative such that the β1,2 to minimize the objective
function will be found on the boundaries 0 or ∞.
Fixing β2,1 to consider the objective as a function of β1,2:
f(β1,2) =
(Aβ2,1 +B)β1,2 + (Cβ2,1 +D)
(Eβ2,1 + F )β1,2 + (Gβ2,1 +H)
(B.7)
we may regroup: a = Aβ2,1 +B, b = Cβ2,1 +D, c = Eβ2,1 + F, d = Gβ2,1 +H with
















−2c(cβ1,2 + d)(ad− cb)
(cβ1,2 + d)4
(B.10)
If we assume ad > cb, then the first derivative is always positive, meaning the
objective function is monotonically increasing and therefore minimized at β1,2 = 0
for f(0) = b
d
. Furthermore the second derivative will always be negative implying the
objective function is concave. Likewise if we assume ad < cb then the first derivative
is always negative meaning the objective function monotonically decreasing and is
minimized at β1,2 = ∞ for f(∞) = ac . The second derivative is always positive and
implies the objective function is convex. In the same way by fixing β1,2, we may show
that the optimal choice of β2,1 is either at 0 or ∞.
As the optimal choices for β1,2 and β2,1 are both either 0 or ∞ there are only













































As previously noted, the first case will never occur as this would send the objective
function to its upper bound of 2.
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B.2 Optimal Policy for a N = 2,m = 1 Equally Weighted
w = 0.5 System Using Rate βi,j
A = 2 (µ11 µ12 µ22 + µ11 µ21 µ22) (λ11 + λ12 + λ21 + λ22)
B =
λ21
2 µ11 µ12 µ22 + λ22
2 µ11 µ12 µ21 + 2λ21
2 µ11 µ21 µ22 + λ11 λ21 µ11 µ12 µ22
+λ11 λ22 µ11 µ12 µ21 + λ12 λ21 µ11 µ12 µ22 + λ12 λ22 µ11 µ12 µ21
+2λ11 λ21 µ11 µ21 µ22 + 2λ12 λ21 µ11 µ21 µ22 + λ21 λ22 µ11 µ12 µ21
+λ21 λ22 µ11 µ12 µ22 + 2λ21 λ22 µ11 µ21 µ22 + λ11 µ11 µ12 µ21 µ22
+λ12 µ11 µ12 µ21 µ22
C =
2λ12
2 µ11 µ12 µ22 + λ11
2 µ12 µ21 µ22 + λ12
2 µ11 µ21 µ22 + 2λ11 λ12 µ11 µ12 µ22
+λ11 λ12 µ11 µ21 µ22 + λ11 λ12 µ12 µ21 µ22 + 2λ12 λ21 µ11 µ12 µ22
+2λ12 λ22 µ11 µ12 µ22 + λ11 λ21 µ12 µ21 µ22 + λ12 λ21 µ11 µ21 µ22
+λ11 λ22 µ12 µ21 µ22 + λ12 λ22 µ11 µ21 µ22 + λ21 µ11 µ12 µ21 µ22
+λ22 µ11 µ12 µ21 µ22
D =
λ12 λ21
2 µ11 µ12 µ22 + λ12 λ22
2 µ11 µ12 µ21 + λ12
2 λ21 µ11 µ12 µ22
+λ12
2 λ22 µ11 µ12 µ21 + λ11 λ21
2 µ12 µ21 µ22 + λ12 λ21
2 µ11 µ21 µ22
+λ11
2 λ21 µ12 µ21 µ22 + λ12
2 λ21 µ11 µ21 µ22 + λ12
2 µ11 µ12 µ21 µ22
+λ21
2 µ11 µ12 µ21 µ22 + λ11 λ12 λ21 µ11 µ12 µ22 + λ11 λ12 λ22 µ11 µ12 µ21
+λ11 λ12 λ21 µ11 µ21 µ22 + λ11 λ12 λ21 µ12 µ21 µ22 + λ12 λ21 λ22 µ11 µ12 µ21
+λ12 λ21 λ22 µ11 µ12 µ22 + λ11 λ21 λ22 µ12 µ21 µ22 + λ12 λ21 λ22 µ11 µ21 µ22




= (µ11 µ12 µ22 + µ11 µ21 µ22)(λ11 + λ12 + λ21 + λ22)
F = (λ11 + λ12 + λ21 + λ22) ∗
(λ21 µ11 µ12 µ22 + λ22 µ11 µ12 µ21 + λ21 µ11 µ21 µ22 + µ11 µ12 µ21 µ22)
G = (λ11λ12 + λ21 + λ22)∗
(λ12 µ11 µ12 µ22 + λ11 µ12 µ21 µ22 + λ12 µ11 µ21 µ22 + µ11 µ12 µ21 µ22)
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H = (λ11 + λ12 + λ21 + λ22) ∗
(λ12 λ21 µ11 µ12 µ22 + λ12 λ22 µ11 µ12 µ21 + λ11 λ21 µ12 µ21 µ22
+ λ12 λ21 µ11 µ21 µ22 + λ12 µ11 µ12 µ21 µ22 + λ21 µ11 µ12 µ21 µ22)
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B.3 Optimal Policy Using Dynamic Programming for the
N = 2, m = 1 Equally Weighted w = 0.5 System





























































































































































j λi,j + max{µi,j} from Figure B·1.
The first two constraints deal with the idle AT states of N1 and N2 which by this
definition have no controls but have an expected cost associated with the ratio of users
they expect to miss, i.e., the percent which arrive at the other region. Constraints
3-10 are for the en-route states W1,1,W1,2,W2,1, and W2,2 each with two controls: do
nothing and let the AT become idle or send the empty AT to the other region with an
associated cost of one because 100% of expected user arrivals will be missed because
the 1 and only AT is busy. Constraints 11-14 deal with states WE1,2 and W
E
2,1 which
echo states W1,2 and W2,1 in terms of controls but have an associated cost of 2 because
100% of users arriving will not obtain an AT and 100% of time in that state is an AT
driving empty.
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